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ABSTRACT

This thesis focused on the study of a hybrid electric vehicle equipped with a belt
starter generator, or BSG. With this system, the conventional starter and the alternator are
replaced by one electric machine only, capable of cranking the engine, charging the
batteries and supplying the on-board electric loads. These characteristics allow the
introduction of new functionalities, including engine stop-start, regenerative braking, and
electric assist.
The purposes of the research were two: the assessment of the stop-start
performance and the evaluation of the fuel consumption reduction that can be achieved
with this system compared to a conventional vehicle. Simulink models of the powertrain
were used to obtain the results, which were validated against experimental data from a
start cart and a real proof-of-concept vehicle.
The results illustrated the critical factors affecting the stop-start performance, and
demonstrated that remarkable fuel savings can be obtained with the BSG, especially for
city driving.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Sustainable transportation has recently become a key issue in a world facing a
continuous growth in the number of vehicles produced and sold. The current personal
transportation system model is not sustainable in the long run because it relies heavily on
non-renewable supplies. Earth has limited reserves of fossil fuels and oil shortage is a
worrying issue that the world will have to face in the future. Moreover, the dependence
on these kinds of fuels have introduced great challenges relative to environment and
global climate change: the noxious emission from burning fossil fuels are in fact a major
cause of air pollution, which ultimately affects human health, and of the production of
carbon dioxide (also referred to as greenhouse gas), that is considered one of the main
responsible of global temperature increase and dangerous climate instability in many
parts of the world.
In addition to the global energy and environmental issues, current standard vehicles
are characterized by poor efficiency and high noise emissions, especially during urban
driving. These issues indicate that if industry wants to satisfy the increasing demand of
personal transportation in a sustainable way, alternative energy sources and carriers must
be found and rendered economically feasible.
Many car companies have started to develop and produce electric vehicles (EV)
and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), with the main objective of reducing fuel consumption
and emissions of pollutants and carbon dioxide. However, the challenges to be faced are
still many, both on the technical and on the economic side, before a complete transition
from a fossil fuel-based to an electricity-based transportation system becomes possible.
In this context, this thesis will be focused on HEVs, and in particular on one
specific architecture, the so-called Belt Starter-Generator (BSG), in which a relatively
small belt-driven electric machine (roughly with the same dimensions a conventional
high class conventional alternator) is employed both for engine cranking and for on-board
electric energy production, instead of a conventional starter and an alternator
respectively. The BSG system, thanks to its features of low cost, low complexity and fuel
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economy enhancement, is a cost-effective solution in the vehicle hybridization process,
and represents a promising starting point for the transition to a long-term new generation
of electric vehicles.
1.1 Objectives
The BSG design involves several modifications in the powertrain components and
control strategies. A correct modeling of the system is therefore essential for result
prediction and for proper implementation on the vehicle. The first research objective of
the thesis is related to this topic, specifically to the modeling of the dynamics of the
electric machine-belt-engine assembly, for the determination of the system performance
characteristics during engine start events. In fact, one of the main functionalities
introduced by the BSG is the so-called stop-start, which allows the engine to be switched
off during idle. The number of restarts with a BSG system is then much higher than in a
conventional vehicle (at least ten times), as there are many opportunities to switch the
engine off, especially during city driving. The quality of such restarts must also be high
enough, so that vehicle drivability and passengers' comfort are not compromised. The
BSG modeling allows the prediction of how the system will behave during this operation,
and represents the starting point for the design of an electric machine controller capable
of providing quick and smooth restarts.
The major advantage relative to the BSG implementation, in particular from the
customer’s point of view, is the reduction of fuel consumption with respect to a
conventional vehicle. The fuel savings are due to the many functionalities that the BSG
introduces. However, different components and settings produce different results, so
careful system design and calibration is required to obtain the best fuel efficiency for
varying conditions.
The second research objective of the thesis is to quantify the impact of BSG
components and functionalities on fuel savings. The results are obtained and compared
using three different approaches:
analytical approach: this consists of a simple analytical model for fuel
consumption calculation, and is capable of estimating the consumption for
different vehicles settings and drive cycles; in particular, it is interesting to assess
2

how much each of the BSG function contributes to the fuel consumption
reduction.
simulations: this introduces a more complex model, which simulates in detail all
the vehicle powertrain, used to evaluate fuel consumption; various study cases are
prepared, considering different components and control strategies.
experimental tests: these are performed directly on a proof-of-concept parallel
HEV; specific calibration settings are tested in order to assess, also through tests,
the contribution of each BSG function to the fuel consumption reduction, and to
validate the simulation results.
1.2 Thesis organization
The thesis is organized in six chapters, which are briefly described below:
Chapter 1 is the introduction, which provides a small preface about hybrid electric
vehicles and presents the objectives of the thesis.
Chapter 2 contains a literature survey related to the BSG. Firstly, a background
about the current scenario of personal transportation is provided, illustrating the situation
with respect to the oil reserves and the environmental issues related to fossil fuels. It is
explained why a new model of transportation has become necessary, and how HEVs can
help to realize it. Afterwards, HEVs are classified, with focus on the BSG. This system is
analyzed in detail, describing possible architectures, various components and sizing
criteria. The chapter also addresses the BSG functions and operating principle, explaining
how they affect performance and fuel consumption.
Chapter 3, divided in two main sections, covers the modeling, simulation and
experimental activities of the thesis research. The first section pertains to the stop-start
functionality analysis and modeling. This feature is illustrated through its phases and
influencing factors, and subsequently a Simulink model is described, capable of
simulating the dynamics of the engine start-up. The second section deals with the fuel
consumption simulations and tests, aimed to evaluate the fuel consumption improvements
related to the BSG introduction. The three approaches mentioned before (analytical,
simulations and tests) are presented, together with the study cases and the vehicle data.
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Chapter 4 provides the results of the research and their analysis. It is divided into
two sections, as in the previous chapter: in the first one, the results of the engine cranking
simulations are shown and analyzed, and the model is validated against experimental test
data obtained from a start cart; in the second part, the fuel consumption results for the
three approaches are shown singularly and then compared among each other, considering
also the effect of different study cases and vehicle calibrations.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and the recommendations. The research on BSG
modeling and fuel consumption analysis is summarized, and the main outcomes are
reported. Future activities are proposed to further develop the research on the basis of
these results.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 The current status of personal transportation
Personal transportation has experienced a radical evolution over the last century.
Technological progress in all the transportation fields and in the supporting infrastructure
has provided people the ability to move rapidly and independently from one place to
another. Nowadays, world globalization is also leading people to travel more than in the
past, and in the developing countries an increasing portion of the population can afford to
buy means of personal transportation.
As a consequence, there has been a continuous growth in the number of
automobiles produced and sold worldwide. In 2010, the number of vehicle in operation
surpassed the 1 billion-unit mark [1]. In 2011, over 80 million vehicles were produced in
a single year (or 220,000 new vehicles produced every day) [2]. Figure 2.1 shows the
production trend over the past 15 years.
Except for a 12% decline in 2009 (due to the 2008 global financial crisis), the
vehicle production showed on average an increasing trend from 54 million vehicles

Millions of vehicle produced
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produced in 1997 to 80 million vehicles produced in 2011.
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Figure 2.1 - Number of vehicles (cars, light commercial vehicles, heavy trucks and buses)
produced between 1997 and 2011 [2].
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With further urbanization, industrialization, and globalization, the trend of rapid increase
in the number of vehicles worldwide is expected to continue in the future. However, the
current personal transportation system has an inherent problem: it relies heavily on oil.
Not only are the oil resources on Earth limited, but also the emissions from burning oil
products have led to climate change, poor urban air quality, and political conflict. Thus,
global energy system and environmental problems have emerged, which can be attributed
on a large extent to personal transportation [3].
2.1.1 Oil availability in the future
The status of world oil reserves is a discussion topic that has become of primary
interest in the last few decades. The fact that someday oil will not be anymore available,
accessible and affordable as in the past will impact not only the transportation system, but
the whole current social and economic structure. Many scientists and institutions are
trying to predict the status of the world oil reserves for the upcoming years, but often the
results are misleading because of the complex nature of the problem. The rest of this
section is focused on explaining where the world is heading for with respect to oil
availability.
The world liquid fuels come predominantly from reserves of fossil energy. They
can be divided into the following types: conventional sources or "crude oil" (usually
defined as fields that produce light and medium crude oil), non-conventional sources
(heavy oils, tar sands, and shale oil), and natural gas liquids (NGLs) (the liquid
component of natural gas) [4]. Conventional oil reserves are the most accessible and least
technically challenging to bring into production. In contrast, non-conventional oil
resources cease to flow at surface temperatures and pressures and are not readily
recovered because production is capital intensive and requires supplementary energy [5].
Presently, more than 85% of the world oil production comes from conventional sources,
while the remaining part is predominantly from NGLs [6].
For more than a century, discoveries of new conventional oil fields and the
development of new technologies for the production of both conventional and nonconventional oil have ensured ever increasing world oil production [7]. But as liquid fuels
are finite non-renewable resources, by definition they cannot continue to meet ongoing
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demand. The challenge that the oil industry is facing nowadays is how to increase
production when existing fields are experiencing depletion rates of 5% or more while
annual demand for oil is expected to increase at rates exceeding 1% [6]. Although more
oil may be there to be discovered, given sufficient investment and technological
advances, the oil industry is being forced to look for conventional oil in locations that are
both risky and more expensive, such as offshore sites in deep water and the Arctic [8],
and non-conventional sources, like Canada tar sands and Venezuela heavy oils, that are
expensive, energy intensive, and damaging to the environment [9].
Figure 2.2, published by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), shows
how liquid fuel demand (expressed in millions of barrels consumed per day) is likely to
evolve in the future years, divided by sector. It is expected that consumption will increase
and that almost all additional demand will come from China and India [10]. It can be
clearly seen that the transportation sector has the biggest share of consumption.
Moreover, in the next years, rising prices for liquid fuels will increase the cost
competitiveness of other fuels, leading many users of liquids outside the transportation
sector to substitute sources of energy when possible. As a result, the transportation share
of total liquid fuels consumption will raise [11].

Figure 2.2 - World liquid fuels consumption by sector, 2008-2035 (million barrels per day) [11].
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The 2008 International Energy Agency (IEA) projection for world liquid fuel
production is shown in Figure 2.3, and is divided into natural gas liquids, nonconventional oil and crude oil. Crude oil is further divided into currently producing
fields, fields yet to be developed, fields yet to be found, and additional enhanced oil
recovery (EOR). A projection of the liquid fuel consumption growth is showed as well. It
was built considering that total liquid fuel consumption in 2008 was 86 Mb/day and that
in 2030 consumption is expected to reach 108 Mb/day (Figure 2.2), at an average rate of
about 1% per year. Additional demand will be most likely met by non-conventional oil,
enhanced oil recovery, and natural gas liquids, which show a steady growth.
Conventional oil production instead will maintain current capacity (it reached the
so-called "plateau"), though it is critical to note this is dependent upon the development
of known crude oil reserves, the discovery and development of new crude oil fields, and
EOR. If these conditions are not met, oil production will start to decline.

Figure 2.3 - World liquid fuels production by type, 2008-2035 (million barrels per day) [10].

In 2008, conventional oil from producing fields constituted approximately 85% of the
global liquid fuel mix, and it is expected to decline at a fast rate in the next years. With
this trend, current sources of liquid fuel (crude oil from producing fields, nonconventional oil, natural gas liquids) will only have the capacity to service just over 50%
of the demand by 2030. The implication is that the remaining part will have to be met by
sources that are not in production today.
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The status of world oil reserves and availability remains a contentious issue, split
between those who believe oil peak is near (or already surpassed) and production will
soon decline, and other institutions such as major oil companies that say there is enough
oil to last for decades. This discussion is also stirred up by ambiguity in public data,
which mostly arises from:
1) a lack of international standards to report oil reserve volume and grade;
2) the point at which resources may be classified as commercially exploitable
reserves;
3) intentional misreporting to favor a financial or political agenda;
4) inherent technical assessment uncertainty [5].
What can be said for certain is that, while there is certainly vast amounts of fossil fuel
resources left in the ground, the volume of oil that can be commercially exploited at
prices that the global economy has become used to is limited and will soon decline.
Supply and demand are likely to diverge in the near future, unless demand falls in parallel
with the induced recession. The result is that oil may soon shift from a demand-led
market to a supply-constrained market, with obvious social, political and economic
consequences. Reducing oil consumption, especially in the personal transportation sector,
is therefore essential to achieve energy sustainability.
2.1.2 Environmental issues related to oil
The dependence of the transportation system on oil introduces a great challenge
relative to environmental problems and global climate change. The emissions from
burning fossil fuels increase the carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration (also referred to as
greenhouse gas or GHG emissions) in the Earth atmosphere. The increase in CO2
concentration is leading to excessive heat being captured on the Earth surface, which
turns into a global temperature increase and dangerous climate instability in many parts
of the world.
Figure 2.4 shows global carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels in the last two
centuries. It can be seen that the most dramatic increase has happened in the last 50 years,
in conjunction with the rise in use of petroleum for human activities.
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Figure 2.4 - Global carbon emissions produced by human activities [12].

Figure 2.5 illustrates how CO2 emissions from burning fossil fuels are divided by
sector. It can be clearly noticed that transportation sector, and in particular motor
vehicles, have the biggest share in the comparison.

Figure 2.5 - Carbon dioxide emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels by sector for 1999 [13].
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The carbon dioxide atmospheric concentration increased from 280 ppm to 397 ppm
since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution [14]. This results in a thicker and denser
atmosphere due to the action of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, such as water
vapor, ozone and methane. Many scientists today agree that the CO2 concentration
increase in the atmosphere is the primary cause for global warming, i.e., the rise in the
average temperature of Earth's atmosphere and oceans since the late 19th century. This
phenomenon is related to the greenhouse effect, defined as the process by which thermal
radiation from the Earth’s surface is absorbed by atmospheric greenhouse gases, and is
re-radiated in all directions; since part of this re-radiation is back towards the surface and
the lower atmosphere, it results in an elevation of the average surface temperature above
what it would be in the absence of the gases [15]. Figure 2.6 shows global mean landocean temperature change from 1880 to 2011, using the period of 1951-1980 temperature
as the basis for comparison [16].

Figure 2.6 - Global mean land-ocean temperature change from 1880–2011,
relative to the 1951–1980 mean. The green bars show uncertainty estimates [16].
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Over the 21st century, climate change is likely to lead to extreme weather
conditions in many parts of the world and ecosystem instability. Hundreds of millions of
people will be adversely affected through increased coastal flooding due to sea level rise,
reductions in water supplies, increased malnutrition and increased health impacts [17].
Greenhouse gases and global warming are not the only negative outcomes related
to oil combustion. The pollutant emissions from conventional fossil fuel-powered
vehicles are the major cause of air pollution, and contribute to the creation of smog in
large cities, which ultimately affects human health.
Internal combustion engines (ICE) rely on gasoline and diesel combustion during
operation. Pollutants are generated during the combustion process inside the engine. In
addition, unburned fuel evaporates, and in turn forms the basis for another type of
pollution – the volatile organic compounds (VOC).
The emissions from combustion include carbon dioxide, VOC, nitrogen oxides
(NOx), particulate matter (PM) and carbon monoxide (CO). These exhaust emissions can
occur in two modes [18]:
Cold start: during the first couple of minutes after starting the engine of a vehicle
that has not been operated for several hours, the amount of emissions is very high.
This occurs due to two main reasons:
o Rich air-fuel ratio requirement in cold engines: right after starting the
engine the walls as well as the fuel are cold. Fuel does not vaporize and it
is difficult to create a proper combustible gaseous mixture. Therefore very
rich fuel ratio is required at the beginning. The excess fuel in the chambers
is subsequently burned generating great amounts of hydrocarbons,
nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide.
o Inefficient catalytic converter under cold conditions: catalytic converters
are very inefficient when cold. When the cold engine is started, it takes
several minutes for the catalytic converter to reach its proper operating
temperature. Before this, gases are emitted directly into the atmosphere.
Running exhaust emissions: these pollutants are emitted from the vehicle tailpipe
during driving and idling after the vehicle is warmed up.
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Considering that a substantial number of trips are short, cold start emissions are a
major issue in the worsening of air quality. Figure 2.7 shows the emissions of a typical
passenger car during cold start. It has been estimated that 70–80% of the total emissions
occurs during the first two minutes after a cold start during a standard driving cycle [19].
Since all these pollutants are extremely dangerous for human health, efforts are
continuously required to reduce vehicle emissions and improve air quality.

Figure 2.7 - Typical emissions of a mid-size passenger car during cold starting. Shown in figure
is the total emissions in grams, which contains VOC, CO, NOx and PM [3].

2.2 Where road transportation should aim: sustainable transportation
From the explanation in the previous section, it can be inferred that the current
personal transportation system model is not sustainable in the long run, due to the global
energy and environmental problems associated with the use of fossil fuels. Moreover,
standard vehicles are characterized by poor efficiency and high noise emissions. If
industry wants to satisfy the increasing demand of personal transportation in a sustainable
way, alternative energy sources and carriers must be found and rendered economically
feasible.
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There are many definitions of sustainable transportation. One of these definitions,
from the European Union Council of Ministers of Transport, defines a sustainable
transportation system as one that:
"allows the basic access and development needs of individuals, companies and
society to be met safely and in a manner consistent with human and ecosystem
health, and promotes equity within and between successive generations;
is affordable, operates fairly and efficiently, offers a choice of transport mode, and
supports a competitive economy, as well as balanced regional development;
limits emissions and waste within the planet ability to absorb them, uses
renewable resources at or below their rates of generation, and uses non-renewable
resources at or below the rates of development of renewable substitutes, while
minimizing the impact on the use of land and the generation of noise" [19].
However, sustainability extends beyond just the operating efficiency and emissions
of the vehicles. For the transportation to be completely sustainable, life-cycle assessments
involving production and post-use considerations must be included. Cutting fossil fuel
usage and reducing carbon emissions represent only part of the effort to keep human use
of natural resources within sustainable limits.
A viable pathway to sustainable transportation is a global transition to vehicles
driven by electricity from clean and renewable energy. Electric propulsion is more
efficient than the combustion process in a vehicle; well-to-wheel efficiency studies show
that, even if the electricity is generated from fossil fuels, fuel consumption of electric
vehicles is still less than fuel consumption of conventional internal combustion engine
vehicles [20]. But to overcome the problem of fossil energy sources shortage, in the
future electricity needs to be produced from renewable sources such as hydroelectric,
wind, solar and biomass.
Still, today’s battery-powered electric vehicles have several technological limits,
such as reduced driving range and long charging time, as well as high battery cost.
Problems are also present for fuel cell-powered electric vehicles, because the technology
is not yet mature enough to be competitive.
An intermediate step towards the full electrification of the transportation sector is
represented by hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), which use both an ICE and an electric
14

motor to produce the power required to drive the vehicle. With respect to purely electric
vehicles, HEVs reduce the cost and range issues, but are still tied to the ICE and fossil
fuels; nevertheless, they have the capability of significantly reducing fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions. Moreover, performance usually benefits from the use of electric
machines, which in contrast to ICEs are characterized by high torque capability at low
speeds.
A further solution is represented by plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs),
which are equipped with a larger battery pack and usually a larger-sized motor compared
to HEVs. PHEVs can be charged from the grid and driven for a limited distance (30-60
km) using electricity only, working in the charge-depletion (CD) mode operation. Once
the battery energy has been depleted, PHEVs operate similarly to a regular HEV,
working in the charge-sustain (CS) mode operation, or extended range operation. Since
most of the personal vehicles are for commuting and 75% of them are driven only 60 km
or less daily [21], a significant amount of fossil fuel can be displaced in the tank-to-wheel
chain by producing PHEVs capable of a range of 60 km of purely electricity-based
propulsion.
Vehicles propelled by electricity also have a reduced carbon footprint (which is the
total set of greenhouse gas emissions produced during the vehicle operation). A report
published in June 2011, prepared by Ricardo in collaboration with experts from the UK
Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership [22, 23], found that hybrid electric cars, plug-in hybrids
and all-electric cars, even if they generate more carbon emissions during their production
than current conventional vehicles, still have a lower overall carbon footprint over the full
life cycle. The study assumed CO2 emissions in production of 500 g/kWh, which is equal
to average UK electricity CO2 emissions, and a vehicle usage of 150,000 km. Table 2.1
shows the results.
The higher carbon footprint during production of electric drive vehicles is due
mainly to the production of batteries. It has been estimated that 43% of the production
emissions for a mid-size electric car are generated from the battery production, while for
a standard mid-size gasoline internal combustion engine vehicle, around 75% of the
embedded carbon emissions during production comes from the steel used in the vehicle
glider.
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Table 2.1 - Comparison of full life cycle assessment (well-to-wheels) of carbon emissions
and carbon footprint during production for four different powertrain technologies [22].

Powertrain
technology

Estimated life-cycle Estimated emissions
emissions
in production
(tonnes CO2)
(tonnes CO2)

Proportion of
emissions in
production

Standard gasoline
vehicle

24

5.6

23%

Hybrid vehicle

21

6.5

31%

Plug-in hybrid
vehicle

19

6.7

35%

Battery-electric
vehicle

19

8.8

46%

Based upon a 2015 vehicle in use for 150,000 km full life travel
using 10% ethanol blend and 500 g/kWh grid electricity.

The report highlights the increasing importance of accounting for the whole lifecycle carbon emissions to compare the greenhouse gas emissions of low carbon vehicles.
It found that some of the CO2 savings made during the use of low carbon vehicles is
offset by increased emissions created during their production, and to a lesser extent,
disposal. However, the overall life cycle CO2 emissions of vehicles propelled by
electricity remain lower than conventional ones, and if the share of renewable sources in
the electric power production will increase in the future, the carbon footprint of electric
vehicles will further reduce.
In any case, one must remember that hybridization of vehicles is not the ultimate
solution for sustainability, though it builds the pathway to a sustainable future. The
technology developed along this pathway will allow the necessary transition from fossil
fuel-based transportation to the full electrification of the transportation sector. Yet, a
parallel effort needs to be made by the electrical power generation industry to increase
the renewable and cleaner energy generation [3].
In the most optimistic scenario (i.e., if strong policies for market penetration of
electricity-driven vehicles will be achieved), the number of HEV and EV sales is
expected to grow steadily and overcome the number of conventional vehicle sales by
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2030 [24]. Figure 2.8 shows the predicted trend of light-duty vehicle sales for different
powertrain technologies in the next decades.

Figure 2.8 - Evolution of light-duty vehicle sales by technology type,
in the most optimistic scenario [24].

2.3 Vehicle hybridization: focus on belt starter-generator system
Many types of HEVs exist nowadays. The sizing of the components of the hybrid
system can produce various solutions, with different operating performances. Figure 2.9
shows schematically these combinations in relation with the sizing of the constituents of
the system. Electric and thermal system "weights" determine the different classification
typologies.
In general, HEVs can be classified according to their configuration or to the degree
of hybridization. Considering the architecture, the possible solutions are parallel, series
and series-parallel HEVs, while when speaking of the degree of hybridization there are
micro, mild and full HEVs. Each of them has its own advantages and drawbacks, and the
choice of a particular configuration/degree of hybridization depends on many aspects,
including the mission assigned to the vehicle.
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Figure 2.9 - Simplified classification of hybrid vehicles [25].

Giving a detailed description of all the various hybrid systems and of their
operating principles is outside the scope of the thesis, and for further information the
reader is referred to more specific texts [3, 26, 27]. Generally speaking, mild parallel
HEVs represent nowadays an interesting compromise in terms of cost, complexity, fuel
consumption reduction and performance enhancement. More specifically, the so-called
Belt Starter Generator, or BSG, is a particular architecture of a mild parallel hybrid
vehicle that stands out with respect to other solutions (especially those with higher degree
of hybridization) for its characteristics of relative ease of implementation on conventional
vehicles, limited cost and weight and good fuel economy improvement.
As an example, a current production vehicle equipped with such a system, the
Buick LaCrosse eAssist, weights only 6 kg more than the conventional version (this
result is also achieved by lightening other components) and obtained an EPA (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency) fuel economy rating of 9.4 l/100km on city cycle, 6.6
l/100km on highway and 8.1 l/100km combined, while the conventional vehicle fuel
economy was 12.4/7.8/10.2 city/highway/combined [28]. Comparing the manufacturer
suggested retail prices in the U.S. of the two versions (with same 2.4 liter engine), at the
time when the hybrid version started to be sold on the market, the BSG entailed a price
increase of 2830 US$ [28]. Considering current U.S. gasoline prices and a 45% highway,
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55% city driving pattern, the extra cost can be paid back in about 135.000 km. However,
it must be noted that other countries such as Italy have much higher gasoline prices, and
also that some governments often promote hybrid vehicle sales through money
incentives, so the payback distance can be reduced. Finally, also tailpipe CO2 emissions
benefit from the adoption of the BSG, reducing from 240 g/km of the conventional
version to 190 g/km [28].
2.4 Description of the Belt Starter Generator
The Belt Starter Generator system, or BSG, is a mild parallel hybrid technology
that aroused increasing interest in the last decade for its characteristics of fuel economy
improvement, low weight and low delta cost.
With this system, the functions of engine start-up and on-board generation of
electric energy are fulfilled by an electric machine alone, instead of the separated
conventional starter and alternator. The early preliminary concept of this solution can
actually be backdated to almost the same time as the starter was invented in the 1930s
[29]. The reciprocal operating principle of electric machines, which can be used both in
motoring and generating mode, is in fact long known, but the applications were
complicated by the difference of specifications between the motor and the generator and
by the system control difficulties when highly developed power electronics was not
available. In recent times, with developments in the fields of AC electric machines and
power electronics, starter-generator systems became feasible to be implemented in
vehicle powertrains.
The BSG and its associated electronics and battery pack form a system that has the
ability to perform many functions, including engine stop-start, regenerative braking
recuperation, electric power assist-torque boost, early fuel cut-off, higher efficiency
electric energy generation and torque smoothing of the driveline.
The BSG represents actually just one of the possible configurations that can be
realized for a mild parallel hybrid vehicle using a starter-generator system. The following
sections will review the possible architectures and the components that make them up,
with particular attention on the solution realized with the belt drive. Then, the BSG
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functions and operating principle will be analyzed in detail, explaining also how they
affect fuel consumption.
2.4.1 Architectures
When a single electric machine is used to carry out both functions of the starter and
the alternator, it is generally called an integrated starter generator (ISG). The
configurations that can be implemented for an ISG system depend on the location of the
electric machine in the powertrain and its connection to the crankshaft. There are four
packaging options with four different drives: direct coupled drive, chain drive, gear drive
and belt drive [30].
Direct coupled drive: in this solution, the electric machine is placed directly on
the crankshaft either between the transmission and the engine in the location of
the flywheel (Figure 2.10) or on the accessory side (Figure 2.11) [31]. Such a
system can provide good torque smoothing capabilities and can also be scaled up
in output power level to provide good hybrid propulsion potential. Including the
motor on the crankshaft eliminates the need of other mechanical engagement
mechanisms and their associated losses, and wear and tear, thus reducing the
number of system components and increasing reliability. Depending on the
design, the direct coupling may also enable the replacement of the flywheel by the
machine rotor, further reducing component requirements. However, the solution
on the accessory side necessitates the extension of the shaft external to the engine,
thereby posing a problem in the wear of the bearings [31]. Moreover, when
powertrain packaging is an important issue, such as in vehicles with transverse
engine arrangement, the direct coupling is critical in both the configurations
because the powertrain length has to be increased to accommodate the startergenerator. A machine with larger dimensions than present alternators is also
required, as the speed ratio of the machine to the crankshaft is 1:1. For this reason,
electric motors for direct coupled ISG applications are characterized by a disc
shape with big diameter and small thickness, and permanent magnet based
machines, which show high torque density, are usually the best solution to meet
the engine starting torque requirements [32].
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Figure 2.10 - Direct coupled drive - transmission side [31].

Figure 2.11 - Direct coupled drive - accessory side [31].

Chain drive: this coupling involves the use of a chain to run over the pulleys. The
most logical position for the drive is in the transmission case, in the general
location of the conventional starter. The major advantage is possibility to use a
smaller chain width compared to the belt solution for the same fatigue life, thanks
to higher material tensile strength [30], with evident packaging benefits. The
disadvantages are related to the limited space in the transmission case, which has
to be redesigned, if the hybrid powertrain was not considered in the original
design. Moreover, chains drives have inherent noise issues, which cannot be
solved unless more expensive chain, such as silent chains, are used. In general,
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this configuration is a viable solution when there is enough packaging space to fit
the machine outside and the chain drive inside the transmission case.
Gear drive: this drive also involves a coupling at the transmission side. The major
issue related to such coupling is that at high speeds and not high loads the gear
teeth risk to be damaged, or in other words "scoring" can occur [30]. To avoid the
problem, a material with elevated hardness should be chosen, increasing the costs.
In addition, manufacturing cost is also high, due to the need for ground teeth with
high accuracy and surface finish. A multi-stage gear drive would help to reduce
the maximum speeds of the teeth, but the packaging constraint would require
modifications of the transmission case.
Belt drive: this coupling, also referred to BSG, is probably the most convenient in
terms of packaging, since the connection between electric motor and crankshaft is
realized on the accessory side either including the starter-generator in the existing
accessory drive or using a separate dedicated belt drive [30]. The former requires
an increase in the belt width, and accordingly the pulley widths, in order to
accommodate the increased load capacity introduced by the starter-generator. The
latter instead does not need any modification in the existing belt drive, reducing
the costs, but requires extending the crankshaft in order to install it, occupying
extra space and increasing the stresses on the crankshaft bearings due to the
overhang [31]. Anyway, the cross-car width of a transverse engine application is
essentially unaffected by the BSG. For this solution the electric machine is
located in the place of the conventional alternator, where usually more space is
available for increased motor type and sizing flexibility [32]. Overall, the BSG
has the advantages of low cost, minimal modifications in existing powertrain
design, more freedom in packaging, no lubrication required and very low noise.
Figure 2.12 shows a schematic architecture of the system. Other components are
the battery and the power electronics, which are in charge of powering and
controlling the electric machine respectively.
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Figure 2.12 - BSG architecture [33].

The BSG, in the configuration which includes the electric machine in the accessory
drive, was the chosen architecture for the simulations and the tests which will be
presented in the following chapters. As previously stated, the other sections of this
chapter will be focused in particular on the this solution.
2.4.2 Powertrain modifications required for the implementation of a BSG
Although the BSG is a relatively simple configuration, it is opportune to describe in
more detail the powertrain modifications required for its implementation.
2.4.2.1 Starter-generator support
Starting from the motor side, a new bracket has to be designed to support the
electric machine. If it is placed in the same position of the alternator, the bracket has to be
fastened on the engine block with the constraint of utilizing the same bolt holes which
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were used for the original component [34]. During the design stage, a modal analysis of
the new layout is usually required to check for natural frequencies. Resonance during
operation must be avoided in order not to compromise the structural integrity of the
assembly, so natural frequencies should be moved to values as high as possible,
considering constraints in terms of available space and weight.
2.4.2.2 Accessory drive
When the starter-generator is included in the accessory drive, the belt width and
accordingly the pulley widths have to be increased in order to accommodate the increased
load capacity of the system. If a serpentine belt is used, the redesign process has the
following objectives [30]:
determine the pulley diameters (based on belt fatigue life);
compute the static tension;
select the number of ribs;
predict life;
predict hub loads (for bearing design).
The selection of the number of ribs is based on loads, duty cycles and fatigue life.
As the number of ribs increases, the belt becomes capable of pulling larger loads, but its
width and weight of the system increase as well. Moreover, the higher centrifugal forces
must be included in the belt life calculations for the correct estimation.
Together with the belt modification, the tensioning system also has to be redesigned
too. In a conventional accessory drive system, the electric machine solely provides
negative generating torque during engine-powered driving, so the belt tensioner is
positioned on the slack side of the crank pulley. In the BSG, instead, the starter-generator
operates in both directions, as motor and as generator, and during engine start-up, the
slack side becomes the one "after" the starter generator. Therefore, a bi-directional
tensioning system must be developed, to ensure that sufficient tension is available in both
the operating modes while helping to reduce overall belt tension and bearing loads. A
solution can be positioning the belt tensioner on the slack side of the starter-generator to
support engine start, with extra idler pulleys added to increase belt wrap around the crank
and the starter-generator pulleys [30, 34]. Otherwise, a more complex system can consist
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in a dual tensioning design with independent or mechanically linked tensioners on both
the slack sides during motoring and generating [35].
2.4.2.3 Transmission
Other powertrain modifications include changes in the transmission hardware and
control system, in the case where an automatic transmission is used. With the stop-start,
the BSG allows the engine to shut down after the vehicle decelerates to a stop. If a
conventional mechanically-driven transmission oil pump is used, during an engine stop
event it would stop as well. The oil pressure in the circuit would fall down, disengaging
the first gear thus preventing a quick vehicle response during the following launch. To
solve this issue, the first gear hydraulic circuit can be modified by implementing a special
exhaust valve able to retain circuit pressure until next launch [34]. Another solution,
which is more expensive but conceptually more obvious, consists in replacing the
original mechanically-driven oil pump with an electric pump, capable of running during
engine stop events [32].
Additional transmission modifications are related to the torque converter.
Regenerative braking during decelerations requires mechanical power to follow a path
opposite to the conventional, i.e., from the wheels to the starter-generator. In a
conventional automatic transmission with torque converter, backdriving the engine can
only be done efficiently if the torque converter clutch (TCC) is engaged [34]. However,
the dynamic response of a standard TCC is usually not sufficient for smooth operation or
TCC durability. This issue can be solved installing a one-way clutch, or freewheeler
between the torque converter impeller and turbine. During normal operation (e.g.
acceleration), the freewheeler is oriented so that it is freely spinning. Instead, when power
flows in the opposite sense (e.g. deceleration), the freewheelers locks up to passively
backdrive the engine [34]. Recent transmission versions, like those using clutch-to-clutch
shifts as part of their fundamental design, are usually already capable of providing
regenerative braking functions without design changes [32].
Finally, transmission control system modifications are also introduced to allow
electric downshift synchronization. In order to perform smooth and seamless shifts, the
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starter-generator can be used to electrically rev the engine up to synchronize the speed
between two subsequent gears [34].
2.4.3 Considerations on BSG components and design parameters
The BSG introduces in the powertrain new components, such as the startergenerator and the battery, and a new electric system configuration. Each component has
to be properly sized to achieve the performance requirements dictated by the application.
2.4.3.1 Electric machine
The electric machine for BSG systems, which in this context can also be referred to
starter-generator or motor-generator, replaces the current automotive starter and
alternator, fulfilling alone both the jobs conventionally carried out by these two
components, i.e., engine start and electric energy generation.
2.4.3.1.1 Starter and alternator vs. BSG
The power range of current alternators for passenger cars is up to 2.5 kW in most
applications. This limitation is caused by high rotor leakage flux between claw poles with
increase of axial lamination length [29]. Moreover, at the present-day battery voltage of
14 V, high currents are difficult to handle and lead to high copper losses. The efficiency
map, qualitatively reported in Figure 2.13, shows two other significant disadvantages of
current alternators: first, efficiency is overall not very high, degrading to values as low as
30% at high speeds and low loads; second, the current output at low speeds is limited,
which leads to problems in the load balance of the vehicle electric system [35].
Current starter motors use a solenoid switch and a pinion-gear drive with a
transmission ratio in the range of 1:10~1:20 to apply a high cranking torque to the engine.
They are able to rev the engine up to the minimum engine speed for the start of ignition
(60~100 rpm for gasoline and 80~200 rpm for diesel engines [37]), but higher speeds
during start-up would help to reduce noxious emissions significantly [38]. Moreover,
they are characterized by high current draw, noise due to the pinion-gear engagement and
relatively long cranking time. Figure 2.14 shows qualitatively some characteristics of a
starter motor for normal and cold cranking.
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Figure 2.13 - Sample alternator efficiency map [36].

Figure 2.14 - Curves of a 12 V, 0.9 kW starter [39].

The starter-generator unites the functions of the described devices in a single
machine, but introduces many other advantages:
during generation, higher electric outputs can be achieved, even at low speed, and
with better efficiency (which however depends on machine typology and
material); this allows the overall electric power demand to be increased;
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during motoring, higher power outputs enable higher start-up speeds and short
cranking time; due to the speed-torque characteristic of the machine, it can also
offer an additional motoring contribution to the engine during acceleration;
the system architecture and the machine characteristics allow regenerative
braking; the amount depends on the torque transmission capability of the belt and
the power ratings of electric machine and battery.
BSG systems are intended to reach power outputs over 10 kW and efficiencies over
80% for all speeds and both motoring and generating modes. Peak powers can also be
significantly higher [35].
2.4.3.1.2 Design requirements
An important feature of a starter-generator for BSG application is its ability to
crank the engine quietly and quickly. When the vehicle operator wants to move the
vehicle after an engine off event, the system must respond rapidly and rev the engine up
to normal operating speed in a short period of time. Another fundamental task to be
performed by the motor-generator is starting the engine under extremely low
temperatures. During cold cranking, the breakaway torque the machine has to provide is
usually 1.5~1.8 times the nominal cranking torque to overcome engine static friction
[29]. These two requirements define the values of peak motoring torque and motoring
torque curve of the machine [40]. Figure 2.15 shows the desired motoring torque
characteristics.

Figure 2.15 - Motoring torque requirements [40].
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The cold cranking requirements determines the peak torque value, while the
starting time requirement defines the maximum motoring torque curve. A good starting
time is in the range of 250~400 ms depending on the application [40]. If a fast start is
required, a machine with high power rating must be employed. Moreover, an extended
constant torque speed range is important for cold cranking; in fact, electric motoring up
to the idle speed can help to smooth the engine speed profile, stabilizes the first cycles of
combustion [34] and reduces emissions.
The other important feature of the motor-generator is the regenerative braking
capability. It has to convert mechanical power during decelerations to electrical power to
charge the battery. More generally, the electric machine can operate in the generating
mode from idle speed up to the red line speed of the engine, but three principal areas are
more common [40], as illustrated in Figure 2.16.

Maximum
Generating
Power Curve

Figure 2.16 - Principal generating areas [40].

This figure shows the speed and power ranges of the main operating modes. Very
low and very high engine speed areas are usually not extensively used because of
technical limits (power decreases at low rpms and a bigger machine would be needed to
have high generating power at high rpms). During the design, the generating
performances of the machine are critical specifications since all the electric power
required by the electric loads is provided by the motor-generator, so they must be
carefully studied.
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The motor-generator can also offer an extra torque contribution on top of the engine
torque during the so-called electric assist, which can improve the performance of the
vehicle and fuel economy. The torque value for performing electric assist are usually
determined from customer requirements. It can be limited to engine speed values where
the engine cannot develop high torque (i.e., from idle speed to usually 2000~2500 rpm
for a gasoline engine), or even up to engine red line (i.e., 5000~6000 rpm) if applicable.
Logically, the reduction ratio between crank and motor-generator pulleys is an
important design parameter, because torque and speed ranges of the electric machine
depend on it. Since the motor-generator is mechanically linked to the crankshaft, the
reduction ratio is usually chosen in order to avoid that the machine runs at dangerous
speeds above the maximum speeds limit. For a gasoline engine with 6000 rpm maximum
speed, the current reduction ratios are in the range of 2.3~3.2, depending on the
maximum allowed speed of the electric machine [29]. A lower reduction ratio means
lower motor-generator speeds but also lower torque available at the crankshaft. Therefore
the ratio must also be chosen considering the torque specifications of the motor and its
capability to overcome the engine static friction torque during start-up, especially for cold
cranking.
2.4.3.1.3 Starter-generator machine typologies
With the development of power electronics and microprocessors, multiphase
alternating current brushless machines have become the dominating starter-generator
typologies for BSG applications. The most common are Induction Machines (IM),
Surface and Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines (SPMSM and IPMSM)
and Switched Reluctance Machines (SRM).
An induction machine consists of a normal three-phase stator and an aluminum
squirrel cage rotor. It is a well-developed technology, characterized by rugged rotor
configuration, wide speed range and low maintenance features. Its major drawbacks are
the relatively low specific torque and the fact that at high speeds, which correspond to
high stator current frequencies, the maximum torque is inversely proportional to the
square of the current frequency, so the power capability decreases with speed increase.
This prevents the machine from providing wide constant power operation [29]. The issue
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can be overcome by oversizing the machine and converter ratings or using special control
techniques [31].
A permanent magnet machine is made up of classic three-phase stator and a rotor
with permanent magnets, that can be mounted either on the surface or in the interior.
Surface permanent magnet machines are simpler in construction but have problems at
very high speeds, due to the high centrifugal forces that compromise the rotor mechanical
integrity. This is particularly true for BSG applications, where machine speeds can be as
high as 20,000 rpm. Moreover, the electromagnetic characteristics make it difficult to
achieve an extended constant power operation, and at high speeds there is a safety issue
due to the potential existence of high voltage, which render packaging more problematic.
On the other hand, interior permanent magnet machines have a more robust rotor
construction, since the magnets are embedded inside the rotor, and therefore they can
reach higher speeds. The permanent magnets are also protected against iron dregs in the
air gap and corrosion. However, the manufacturing and magnetization processes are more
difficult and expensive. Besides that, they can provide a constant power over a wider
speed range, and since the torque is available from both magnets and iron saliencies,
there is the option to use less magnet (which is made of a very expensive material) in
comparison to surface permanent magnet machines for the same power rating [31]. In
general, the main advantage of PMSMs is their high efficiency due to the absence of field
coil losses, leading to the higher torque and power density among all the machine
typologies considered in this analysis. They represent a good choice when packaging and
weight are main issues.
Finally, a switched reluctance motor has wound field coils for the stator windings
and an iron structure with salient poles for the rotor. The latter does not carry any
windings or magnets, being made up of just iron laminations, making the structure very
robust and the machine cost very low. In addition, the low rotor moment of inertia and its
simple construction benefit high speed operation, and the salient poles produce a fan
effect in the air gap so that extra rotor fan can be avoided. Efficiency is similar to highly
efficient induction machines [29]. The main disadvantages of SRMs are high torque
ripples, vibrations and acoustic noise, caused by the non-sinusoidal excitation. This
problem can be addressed by using improved converter designs with an increased number
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of pair poles and better control on the current waveform and the switching angles (which
however reduces specific torque) [31].
Overall characteristics of the described machines are shown in Table 2.2.
Figure 2.17 shows the qualitative results of a cost analysis comparison. Interior
permanent magnet machines have the highest machine cost, due to the expensive material
and manufacturing process. Induction machines show the lowest cost thanks to the
mature manufacturing technology. It has also been estimated that the converter to
machine cost ratio is around 10:1 [31], but it is expected that the converter cost will drop
significantly year by year, making low cost machines like switched reluctance motors
economically feasible to be adopted in automotive applications.
Table 2.2 - Comparison of different machine typologies for BSG application [29].

Electric machine type

IM

SPMSM

IPMSM

Peak efficiency and compactness
Low torque ripple and noise
Easy close loop control
Fewer control sensors
Wide speed range

Figure 2.17 - Cost comparison of different machine topologies [31].
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SRM

2.4.3.1.4 Hints about machine controller design
The different functions of the BSG define which are the appropriate variables to
control in each operating mode. At low speeds, i.e., during engine cranking or engine
switching off, there are usually desired speed profiles to be followed, so the controller has
to be speed-based in order to achieve this functionality [40], and it can be structured to
have an outer speed loop with an inner torque control. Concerning electric power assist,
torque-based commands are involved, since the driver request during fast and deep
acceleration pedal depression is translated in a torque command to be added from the
electric machine to the driveline. Generating instead, both during engine-driven charging
and regenerative braking, is more suitable to have power-based commands, but since
machine speed is determined by engine speed it can be controlled indirectly through
torque [40].
Ideally, the machine contribution should be instantaneous, up to the its capability,
and as efficient as possible. However, many variables influence machine performance
and capability, among which are available terminal voltage, temperature of the machine
and speed of operation. The available voltage varies considerably between motoring and
generating phases, and temperature ranges from values as low as -40°C in cold
environmental conditions to values as high as 150°C during heavy duty machine
operations [40]. Machine speed is set by the engine, so it is subject to all the ripples
characteristic of the engine (such as compression pulses) which are also worsened by the
play in the tensioners. Moreover, the reduction ratio between engine and machine pulleys
impose very high acceleration rates to the motor-generator.
A compensation for the fluctuations of these variables must be made for a
successful system implementation and to improve efficiency and performance. In the low
speed constant torque region, a current controller will be able to naturally compensate for
oscillations in terminal voltage and engine speed [40]. Above this region, however,
current commands must be adjusted depending on voltage and temperature fluctuations,
which also influence the torque capability of the machine at each speed.
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2.4.3.2 Battery
The choice of the battery for a BSG application is of primary importance, since its
characteristics determine the vehicle strategy and influence the performance of the whole
system.
2.4.3.2.1 Design requirements
While for electric vehicles the interest to maximize the driving range defines the
energy capability requirements and guides the sizing of the battery packs, for hybrid
vehicles the dominant concern is instead the required peak power [41]. The power rating
is determined by the necessity to handle peak demands both in discharge, during
motoring phases, and in charge, for regenerative braking. The power requirements are
further defined by expected cold temperature cranking performance. Power ratings in
current BSG vehicles usually range from 10 kW to 20 kW depending on battery voltage
and typology.
Voltage is another important parameter to consider during the design. The new
capabilities introduced by the BSG, consisting in higher electric machine contribution
both in terms of power and duration, render conventional 14 V systems (using 12 V
batteries) not suitable for hybrid applications. In recent years, a new, 42 V standard has
been proposed, in order to satisfy the raise in on-board electric power demand and to
increment the power handling capability of conventional vehicles [42]. With this system,
referred to as 42 V PowerNet [43], many degrees of hybridization become possible,
including BSG. To realize it, a 36 V battery is required.
But the 42 V PowerNet is not the only solution. Higher voltage systems can also be
implemented, as for hybrid vehicles with higher degree of hybridization. There are
advantages and drawbacks of using a high voltage system instead of a 42 V system (also
referred as "low voltage" system).
First, for a fixed battery power level, a low voltage system requires higher currents.
The connections between the battery and the machine terminals present a finite
resistance. Even if the wires can be made larger to reduce their resistance, other
connectors can only be minimally improved at a reasonable cost [42]. Therefore, the low
voltage system is characterized by higher ohmic power losses than the high voltage
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system, if the same connectors and wires are used. Equivalently, if the two systems are
compared with the same amount of power losses, the high voltage system offers the
opportunity to use cheaper connectors and wires. The battery volume for a high voltage
system can also be reduced, since less current is drawn and less capacity is required [41].
Second, the voltage level impacts the rating of the inverter. The power devices best
suited for low voltage applications are power MOSFETs, but these devices cannot
withstand too high current levels, which ultimately affects the ability of the machine to
produce power at high speed and leads to performance deterioration [42]. The necessity
to have higher current limits imposes the use of particular power MOSFETs that are
limited in availability and expensive [42], or the implementation of a greater number of
standard MOSFETS in parallel. For high voltage applications (higher than 200 V [44]),
IGBTs are more suitable, having the capability to efficiently handle high voltage levels.
They are also produced in large quantities, so they are cheaper and more available.
Third, the control algorithm of the electric machine and its efficiency are also
affected by the voltage level. In theory, the electric machine can operate with similar
performance at difference voltage levels, if the stator winding is proportionally modified
in the cross section and turn number to allow for different levels of current and back-emf.
However, if the voltage is too low, very aggressive flux weakening is necessary, which
results in low torque/ampere ratios and poor machine efficiency [42]. As a result, the
higher voltage system permits larger constant power speed range and more efficient high
speed operation.
From what has been explained, high voltage systems seem to be a better solution
than low voltage systems. Nevertheless, the safety requirements must be also taken into
account in the balance. In 1988, the SAE have investigated the effects of higher voltage
electrical systems for automotive applications on human body. Their recommendations,
presented in SAE J2232 concluded that if the system voltage were kept below 65 VDC,
including periodic ripple, it would not be necessary to prevent direct electrical contact
between people and circuits. On the basis of this research, the German VDE standards
determined in VDE 0100/410 that the peak bus voltage should not exceed 60 VDC without
protection [43]. As a consequence, systems with voltage higher than 60 V have the major
drawback of requiring, at the design stage, to electrically insulate wires and any other
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circuit component that might come in contact with people (battery, inverter, DC/DC
converter). This results in increased complexity and, most of all, cost, and may also more
than offset the performance advantages previously described.
2.4.3.2.2 Battery typologies
For BSG applications (but more in general for hybrid applications), lithium ion (Liion) and nickel metal hydride (NiMH) technologies are the best choices in terms of
energy density and power density. Compared to other battery technologies, such as lead
acid (PbA) and nickel cadmium (NiCd), this results in a much lighter and less
voluminous battery pack for a given set of specifications. At the same time, higher
specific power allows high peak power levels associated with regenerative braking and
electric assist, for the same weight of the pack [41].
Specific energy and power characteristics of different battery technologies are often
summarized in the Ragone plot, reported in Figure 2.18. As mentioned, Li-ion and NiMH
technologies have the best performance, and both of them can easily satisfy HEV
requirements.
However, while the Ragone plot captures the performance map of various batteries,
other criteria need to be considered, including cost, cycle and calendar life, and safety.
Moreover, these factors are connected to each other [45].
Table 2.3 reports more detailed information about the main energy storage
technologies. Non-electrochemical energy storage systems such as ultracapacitors and
flywheels are shown as well for the sake of completeness. However, they are not usually
employed in hybrid applications because of their low energy density, which would
involve a high weight of the energy storage device.
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Figure 2.18 - Ragone plot (specific power density in W/kg vs. specific energy density in Wh/kg)
of various electrochemical energy storage and conversion devices [45].

Table 2.3 - Characteristics of energy storage technologies [46].
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In a BSG application, the battery is characterized by numerous and wide state of
charge (SOC) cycles. This aspect represents a drawback because this kind of operation
limits the cycle life [45]. In addition, the SOC should be kept between 40 to 80% so that
good charge acceptance and efficiency during regenerative braking can be realized [34].
Li-ion and NiMH technologies have the characteristic of acceptable power output at low
state of charge [41], while for standard PbA batteries low SOC operation can compromise
reliability and long term battery life. In this case, the battery must be kept closer to high
charge values, with the drawback of decreasing system efficiency [34].
In the battery design and implementation, thermal and functional management and
control must not be overlooked. Li-ion requires more control monitoring than NiMH due
to undesirable overcharge and overtemperature characteristics [41]. Cooling systems for
this kind of applications could be either air or liquid.
From the cost point of view, Li-ion and NiMH batteries are generally much more
expensive than lead acid. Li-ion however is viewed as having the potential to become
cost competitive in high volumes over time [41].
While complicated, the interplay between all the various factors to be considered in
the choice of the battery suggests that, even if NiMH batteries are more common in
current hybrid vehicles, Li-ion batteries are the most promising candidate for use in
vehicular applications. The three main reasons for this conclusion are the higher energy,
higher power, and the potential for lower cost of Li-ion batteries when compared to
NiMH batteries. This conclusion has been the reason why significant research efforts
have been directed toward Li-ion batteries [45].
2.4.3.3 Electric system configuration
The introduction of the new battery on the vehicle, in the 36 V or in the high
voltage configuration, requires a redesign of the electric system layout. In fact, many
electrical components and systems may be shared with other vehicles and be powered at
14 V, so to maximize economies of scale and reduce the investment cost of changing all
systems to the new voltage level, a "dual" voltage architecture is preferred [43].
With such an architecture, shown in Figure 2.19, the higher voltage bus supplies the
main battery and the electrical loads that would directly benefit from that voltage level,
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while the 14 V loads are powered through a voltage conversion operated by a DC/DC
converter, which supplies also a 12 V battery. It can be advantageous to have a bidirectional converter, capable of switching the input and output sides depending on the
necessity. For example, in the case of a jump start it would be required to transfer energy
from the 12 V battery to the high voltage battery, and with a buck converter this would
not be possible [43]. For a system with a voltage higher than 60 V, the DC/DC converter
must be galvanically insulated for safety reasons.
Inverter

42V/HV

Startergenerator
DC/DC
converter

36V/HV
battery

42V/HV
loads

12V
battery

14V
loads

14V

Figure 2.19 - DC/DC converter dual voltage architecture [43].

There are many other ways to implement dual voltage systems, for example using
distributed DC/DC converters throughout the vehicle which supply different voltages to
different loads, or implementing a single DC/DC converter without the 12 V battery. In
both these cases, the converters have to be capable to handle peak power demands versus
sizing them to handle average power [43]. The final architecture will be defined after a
comparison of the different configurations, finding a tradeoff in terms of performance,
complexity and cost.
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2.4.4 BSG functions and operating principle
Information on the main function introduced by the BSG has already been provided
in the course of this chapter. This section is aimed to summarize them and to give a
structured description of how they affect the vehicle drivability.
In general, the most important features realized by the BSG are:
engine stop/start;
regenerative braking;
electric power assist - torque boost.
Secondary functions can be summarized in:
engine torque smoothing;
early fuel cut-off during deceleration;
opportunity battery charging and discharging;
electrically motored creep (for automatic and automated-manual transmissions).
2.4.4.1 Engine stop-start
The main objective of the BSG is to reduce fuel consumption by cutting the fuel to
the engine when it is not being used to propel the vehicle. This can happen in two
situations: when the vehicle is stopped (for example at a traffic light during urban
driving), the fuel is cut and the motor-generator brings the engine to rest, switching it off;
in addition, when the vehicle is coasting or decelerating the fuel can be cut as well, and
the engine is back-driven by the transmission [47].
However, there are many conditions that have to be checked by the hybrid
controller to enable fuel cut off and engine stop, and the parameters usually differ from
vehicle to vehicle. Among the most important are battery SOC and engine temperature.
The SOC is usually kept between specific limits to avoid early battery ageing.
When the SOC of the battery is low from previous discharge phases, the engine must be
prevented from switching off, because during the following cranking it may drop below
the lower limit.
Concerning engine temperature, the engine must not be switched off until its
temperature reaches a certain threshold, below which the catalytic converter cannot work
properly and emissions are remarkably high. This is particularly important when air
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temperature is very low: not only would emissions be excessive and prolonged, but also
if low air temperature is combined with low SOC, the power may not be enough to crank
the engine. Furthermore, if during an engine stop phase the temperature drops below the
value required for correct converter operation, the controller must disable stop/start and
switch the engine on.
In any case, the motor-generator needs to have the ability to stop and start the
engine smoothly and quickly, also maximizing coast and deceleration fuel cut
opportunities [47].
2.4.4.2 Regenerative braking
Another important function provided by the BSG is regenerative braking, activated
during decelerations in association with fuel cut off. The electric machine, used in this
case as a generator, provides part of the braking effect and recaptures a portion of the
kinetic energy (which otherwise would be dissipated as heat in the friction brakes)
transforming it into electric energy to recharge the batteries. The recaptured energy is
then used to carry out all the functions which require electric energy, such as to provide
electric power assist or to feed the electric loads during idle stop. By optimizing the
regenerative braking control, the charging of the battery during fuel on cruising can be
minimized, thus reducing the amount of fuel consumed.
Due to the BSG architecture, during regenerative braking the engine keeps
spinning, although being in fuel cut off. In order to reduce the losses in the powertrain
and allow more power to reach the generator, during deceleration fuel cut off the engine
control system can open the throttle valve and command the valvetrain (if a Variable
Valve Timing (VVT) system is present) to reduce pumping losses.
In order to exploit all the potential of regenerative braking, the control system
should prevent the friction brakes from being activated until the limit of regenerative
braking power is overcome. Figure 2.20 shows this logic.
For low deceleration power requests, the brake power is completely realized by the
motor generator. As the driver depresses the brake pedal beyond the point corresponding
to

, the maximum regenerative power is exceeded and the friction brakes enter in

action. As previously mentioned, current BSG systems can reach regenerative power
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peaks of more than 10 kW at the generator side. This logic, however, requires the brake
system to be commanded by the hybrid controller: the brake pedal position must be
monitored by a sensor and the brake hydraulic system has to be activated by a dedicated
actuator. In other words, the traditional braking system has to be replaced by a brake-bywire system, with increased costs and safety issues that need to be managed.
Deceleration
request [kW]

Friction braking

Regenerative braking
0

Brake pedal
100

position [%]

Figure 2.20 - Regenerative braking logic.

Furthermore, during the design, considerations about the dynamic behavior of the
vehicle must be made: since the regenerative braking applies on the driving wheels, when
the driver requires high deceleration, the driving wheels risk reaching the brake limit
earlier than usual, with bad consequences on handling and comfort. Regenerative braking
can be disabled for high deceleration requests, or the brake balance has to be reorganized,
considering also the coexistence of the anti-lock braking system (ABS).
2.4.4.3 Electric power assist - torque boost
With electric power assist - torque boost, the motor-generator provides a torque aid
on the top of the engine torque, to improve throttle response during vehicle starts and
during fast acceleration requests. The quick dynamic behavior of the electric machine can
partially make up for the slow engine transients and improve vehicle acceleration
performance. The amount and duration of electric assist intuitively depends on the battery
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capability of providing electric energy to the motor, so on maximum discharge power and
SOC, and on the motor power rating.
Electric assists helps also to improve vehicle drivability. During sudden pedal
requests by the driver, it can happen that in the available gear the engine is not capable of
meeting the desired torque, so a downshift is necessary. With electric assist, the motorgenerator can compensate for the extra torque request until the engine revs up and is
capable to provide more torque: in this way the downshift can be avoided.
2.4.4.4 Other functions
The BSG can provide some other secondary functions that improve fuel
consumption and drivability.
Both open- and closed-loop speed controls can be implemented on the motorgenerator to smooth engine torque especially during cranking. Torque irregularities are
mainly originated by engine compression pulses when fueling has not been initiated yet.
Chapter 3 will go deeper into this topic.
Fuel cut-off during deceleration has been already mentioned in the previous
sections. It is important to highlight that to further reduce fuel consumption and to
promptly enable regenerative braking, early fuel cut-off is preferable. A significant
advantage of having the engine spinning during decelerations is that a responsive
redelivery of tractive power can be ensured upon driver request [47].
Opportunity battery charging and discharging refers to the practice of using the
BSG in particular situations to produce electric energy or consume it in order to modify
the battery SOC and keep it within the safety limits. For instance, if the SOC is low, the
engine is extra fueled to drive the electric machine, used as a generator, and charge the
battery (opportunity charging). Similarly, if the SOC is sufficiently high, the control
system selects the engine operating conditions so that part of the requested power is
provided by the motor which discharges the battery (opportunity discharging) [47]. The
advantage of this function is that through multiple and wide charge-discharge battery
cycles, the hybrid control system can select the engine operating conditions where it is
more efficient, reducing fuel consumption. This technique is also referred to as "load
shift".
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Finally, electrically motored creep applies when the BSG is matched with an
automatic or an automated-manual transmission. When the vehicle is exiting an idle stop
with the first gear engaged, the motor-generator can provide low-speed electrically
motored creep to improve the start response [47]. Electric machine contribution and
engine parameters must be blended to compensate for torque spikes and provide smooth
fuel on-off transitions.
2.4.5 Impact of the BSG on fuel consumption
All the described functions contribute both to fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
reduction. The most important contribution are represented by the stop-start functionality
and the regenerative braking (which is particularly effective on drive cycle with many
brake opportunities and for vehicles with a heavy weight). Electric assist helps to reduce
fuel consumption thanks to the "load shift", but its effect is usually lower compared to the
two other functions.
Battery and motor power ratings affect fuel consumption as well. Higher power
capabilities allow to have more benefits in term regenerative braking and electric assist,
but with increased cost, weight and system integration issues. The choice of the battery
voltage (and consequently of the power capabilities) depends on these aspects, but neither
of the two proposed solutions (42 V vs. high voltage) is the best in absolute value. The
decision will be also based on other factors, such as vehicle segment and mission or
company know-how.
The BSG can also indirectly contribute to fuel reduction, because its characteristics
offer the possibility of downsizing the ICE or to use longer gear ratios (downspeeding).
Both these solutions reduce fuel consumption, since they force the engine to run in higher
efficiency areas. Besides that, the torque reserve that can be readily released by the BSG
in the case of necessity (especially during accelerations at low speed), can overcome the
loss in performance associated with downsizing, or avoid frequent downshifting if longer
gear ratios are used [48, 49].
However, it must be remembered that in actual vehicles, some fuel economy is
compromised to obtain better drivability. For instance, the practice of keeping the engine
speed at low values during braking with automatic transmissions would often force the
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electric machine to run in the constant torque region, where power capability is limited
compared to higher speeds. This implies that the regenerative braking potential can't be
entirely exploited. Likewise, fuel can't be cut immediately after the accelerator pedal is
released, particularly for low speed driving in lower gears [34], because the torque spikes
related to fuel on-off transitions would produce excessive drivetrain lash.
Summarizing, fuel consumption reduction for a vehicle equipped with a BSG can
reach 15-20% [31, 32, 35, 47, 48, 50, 51], depending on power capabilities of the
components, drive patterns, vehicle dimensions and weight, control strategies and
powertrain calibration.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the description of the modeling, simulation and experimental
activities of the thesis research is presented. It is divided into two main sections,
corresponding to the two research topics of the thesis.
The first section covers the stop-start functionality analysis and modeling. This
feature will be illustrated through its phases and influencing factors, and subsequently a
Simulink model will be described, capable of simulating the dynamics of the engine startup.
The second section deals with the fuel consumption simulations and tests, aimed to
evaluate the fuel consumption improvements related to the BSG introduction. Three
approaches are followed (analytical, simulations and tests), which will be described in
detail, together with the study cases and the vehicle data.
3.1 Stop-start performance evaluation and modeling of the belt starter generator
system
One of the most important functions introduced by the BSG is the stop-start
strategy, which allows one to switch off the engine during vehicle idle and to save a
remarkable amount of fuel. A key factor in the successful implementation of the starteralternator technology is the ability to start and stop the engine quickly and smoothly,
without issues related to noise, vibration and harshness (NVH), that have negative effects
on vehicle drivability.
The starter-alternator torque and power characteristics compared to a conventional
starter allow contributions of the electric machine over a broader range of speeds. This
helps to better control engine speed, for instance during the transition between motoring
and firing phases, provided that a suitable control strategy is implemented.
Modeling of the engine and BSG dynamics is essential to predict how the system
behaves and to design a control system capable of starting and stopping the engine
rapidly with no or little unwanted vibrations.
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In this section, the stop-start functionality will be analyzed in detail, considering its
implementation on the vehicle and examining its operating principle. After that, a
Simulink model will be shown, which simulates engine, electric machine and belt
dynamics for engine motoring conditions. This model is capable of predicting
instantaneous engine speed starting from motor torque values as a function of time. The
results can be validated against experimental data collected from a start cart, made up of a
BSG system connected to the engine.
3.1.1 Engine stop-start with the BSG
Engine stop-start is a rather complex function, with a sphere of influence which
extends much beyond the simple benefits on fuel economy. Many aspects and features of
the vehicle influence and are influenced by the stop-start.
3.1.1.1 Implementation of the function
It has already been mentioned that stop-start is constrained by battery SOC (the
function is disabled when SOC is low to prevent depletion) and by engine temperature
(cold starts produce high amount of pollutant emissions and consume much battery
energy, so stop-start is avoided for engine temperatures below a certain threshold).
Besides these, it is also important that the hybrid controller checks the data from the onboard diagnostics (OBD) system regarding correct functioning of the powertrain
components. For instance, the operating temperatures of the engine, transmission,
auxiliaries, electric machine, power electronics and battery must stay within a safe range
during the operation.
Then, the BSG may introduce issues related to NVH. The main sources of vibration
during stop-start are related to the torque spikes coming from air compression in the
cylinders and fuel on-off transitions. Vibrations generally propagate through the engine
mounts to the vehicle body and to the seat track. If the engine is started in drive mode
(for automatic transmissions), engine speed oscillations can also propagate through the
driveline to the wheels. Moreover, noise could also be caused by the cooling system of
the battery and power electronics if air from the vehicle cabin is used. To avoid a
negative impact on the customer, all these sources must be contained. Regarding the
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torque spikes, the electric machine can include both an open- and closed-loop controller
capable of compensating for the spikes, limiting engine oscillations to acceptable values.
The cooling system noise issue instead is usually handled using component design
expedients that minimize noise without reducing air flow.
A further problem is associated to heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC). If the air conditioning (A/C) compressor is belt-driven as in a conventional
vehicle and is not substituted by an electric version, the HVAC is compromised during
engine off phases. A tradeoff must be found between passengers' comfort and stop-start
frequency and duration. For instance, a selectable A/C mode can be provided, which
allows the driver to choose between uncompromised comfort mode (by disabling stopstart functionality when the HVAC system cannot maintain the desired cabin conditions)
or improved fuel consumption mode (which maximize stop-start frequency and duration
by allowing the cabin comfort to degrade slightly) [32].
Lastly, another issue is related to engine cranking and vehicle launch on roads with
moderate and steep grades. On these kinds of roads, when the engine is still off, the
driver must keep the brake pedal depressed to hold the vehicle on the grade. However,
during the brake-release event, there is a phase where the brake pressure is no longer
sufficient to hold the vehicle, while the engine restart has not been triggered yet. In this
situation, the vehicle may to roll back. A solution to this problem is to implement a hill
hold control (HHC) system, which traps the brake pressure in the hydraulic system for a
limited time to let the engine start. The brake pressure can be then ramped out gradually
to improve smoothness of the vehicle launch [32].
3.1.1.2 Engine start
The engine start phase can be divided in five sub-phases, as illustrated in Figure
3.1, corresponding to specific operating conditions:
1. Engine off: the car is at rest and the engine is switched off; during this phase, the
driver lifts his foot from the accelerator pedal and triggers engine restart.
2. Initial spin up: the hybrid controller, passed all the checks, commands the electric
machine to build-up the torque to crank the engine; at the beginning, the motor
has to overcome static friction, so as soon the torque reaches the breakaway value
the engine starts spinning.
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3. Spin up: the electric machine continues to accelerate the engine according to a
predetermined acceleration profile, studied to crank the engine quickly and
smoothly, with limited vibrations; at the same time, the intake air throttle valve is
kept closed, and the manifold air pressure (MAP) starts to reduce from ambient
pressure because of the air suction in the cylinders during the intake phase.
4. Combustion ramping: when the MAP is low enough and reaches a threshold
value, the combustion can be initiated; low intake pressure allows the introduction
of small amounts of fuel, which combined with spark retard produce low torque
(and limited vibrations). Engine torque is gradually increased, while motor torque
is correspondingly decreased; they are managed to produce together the reference
acceleration. Engine speed usually overshoots slightly over idle speed, a
characteristic associated with engine firing and idle speed controller performance
[52].
5. Engine on: when engine stabilizes to idle speed, and motor torque has been
completely ramped out, the start-up is completed and the engine is on.

Speed [rpm], Pressure [kPa]

MAP

Idle
speed

Engine
speed

Fuel ON
Time

Combustion ramping

Engine Initial Spin up
OFF spin up

Figure 3.1 - Engine speed and MAP trends during engine start event.
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As previously mentioned, the engine is required to follow a reference acceleration
profile, which in turn determines the speed profile. The choice of the profile is the result
of tradeoff among the driver's request, motor and battery capabilities and the passengers'
feeling. The starting time can be adaptive on the basis of how rapidly the driver releases
the brake pedal and depresses the accelerator, meaning that he wants a more or less
prompt restart. However, a quicker cranking involves higher battery and motor power
request and more vibrations transmitted to chassis and driveline. Therefore, starting time
has a lower limit coming from either of the two issues. Common cranking times are in the
range of 250~400 ms [40].
3.1.1.3 Engine stop
The engine stop phase is conceptually similar to the engine start phase, except for
the fact that is reversed. It can be divided in four sub-phases, as illustrated in Figure 3.2:
1. Engine on: the engine is at idle speed, while the driver brakes the car bringing it to
rest and triggering engine stop;
2. Combustion ramping out: the hybrid controller has to check that all the vehicle
functionalities are ok, and then it can start to ramp the combustion out. The intake
air throttle valve is closed (so that MAP reduces) and the spark is gradually
retarded to lower the torque from the engine. At the same time, the electric
machine increase its contribution controlling that the engine follows the reference
deceleration profile;
3. Spin down: at this point the fuel is cut off and the engine is spun down by the
electric machine;
4. Engine off: engine is at rest, having reached zero speed, while MAP returns to
ambient pressure.
In contrast with the start time, the stop time can be a little bit longer, since usually
there are no particular time requirements on this phase. This helps to improve the
smoothness of the event, provided a suitable machine control.
In case of the so-called "change of mind" of the driver, meaning that he decides to
restart the engine while it is shutting down, combustion can be reinitiated following the
sequence of engine start.
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Figure 3.2 - Engine speed and MAP trends during engine stop event.

3.1.1.4 Controller design for the stop-start
The objective of the controller is to quickly start the engine smoothly and reliably.
The stop-start procedure however is characterized by some disturbance factors, and one
of the most important is represented by air compression pulses. When air is compressed
in the cylinders, in fact, it works as a spring, producing a negative crankshaft torque (in
the opposite direction of the rotation). In the same way, when the engine is still in the
motored phase, air expansion produces a positive torque. Intuitively, this torque is a
function of the crankshaft position. Figure 3.3 shows its trend for a motored six cylinder
engine. It can be noticed in particular that the first three torque oscillations are irregular
compared to the following ones. The reason is that after the engine stops, the air in the
cylinders which valves are open gets to ambient pressure, and when the engine restarts
the air exchange process for those cylinders is different from steady state. Therefore, it
takes some time before the exchange process gets equal for all cylinders.
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Figure 3.3 - Engine speed and MAP trends during engine stop event.

Despite the flywheel, which thanks to its inertia reduces the effect of the torque
spikes, still some engine speed oscillations are present, which are transmitted as
vibrations to the driveline and to the engine mounts. The controller should then be
capable of performing two functions: rev the engine up or down according to the
reference profile, and compensate as much as possible for engine speed oscillations
caused by disturbance factors. In order to perform these tasks, the controller must include
both a closed-loop path and an open-loop path.
The closed-loop portion of the controller attempts to match engine speed to the
predetermined profile, and is usually realized through a proportional-integral (PI)
controller structure that compensates for the error between the reference and the actual
speed [52]. The open-loop portion is required mainly because the closed-loop control
would not be fast enough to compensate for the engine torque fluctuations. The openloop correction term uses the engine crankshaft position signal and other variables to
calculate the torque ripple generated by the disturbance factors (among which is air
compression). Its objective is to use the electric machine to reduce the effects of such
torque ripple on engine speed, which could potentially result in quicker start and stop
operations as well as little or no vibrations perceived by the passengers during engine
cranking and idle [53]. In reality, because of the maximum torque capability of the
machine, it often happens that this control objective can be only partially achieved,
limiting the potential improvements [52].
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Anyways, in order to implement this control logic, the structure is usually
characterized by an outer speed loop with an inner torque control. Two possible
configurations are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

Vehicle
controller

ICE
plant

BSG
controller

Figure 3.4 - Stop-start controller structure with ECM involvement.

In the first configurations, the error
engine speed

between reference engine speed

is fed to vehicle electronic control module (ECM), that through an

algorithm evaluates the closed-loop electric machine torque

. This is in turn supplied

to the BSG controller, which combines it with the open-loop torque
said, the task of

,

and

. As previously

is to compensate for engine speed fluctuation, and it is a usually a

function of required engine torque (
(

and actual

), actual engine position, speed and acceleration

). The output of the BSG controller is the actual torque

that the

machine has to produce. Such torque and that provided by the engine itself (
contribute to accelerate or decelerate the engine and to change its speed.

BSG
controller

ICE
plant

Figure 3.5 - Stop-start controller structure without ECM involvement.
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)

The second configuration is simpler, because there is no involvement of the ECM
in the loop. The error

is fed directly to the BSG controller, that combines it with the

open-loop machine torque

to produce the actual torque

.

The advantage of the second configuration compared to the first one is that there is
only one stage of calculations instead of two and the communication system of the car is
busy for less time. This translates in a faster response of the controller to engine speed
fluctuations. However, there is a risk to lose control on the BSG torque: when the ECM is
involved in the calculations, it is possible to take into account additional vehicle
parameters (for example from the engine) that can limit the torque for unsafe conditions;
the BSG controller does not have this capability, so in the second configuration torque
commands may induce dangerous situations unless a more complex algorithm is used.
3.1.2 Engine and BSG dynamics modeling
This section presents a Simulink model of engine and BSG dynamics, capable of
simulating the system behavior when the engine is motored by the electric machine (the
effects of fuel injection and combustion were not considered). It was intended to
represent a real existing BSG system, made up of a commercial starter-generator and a
V6 engine, running on a start cart. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate a CAD model and a
picture of the assembly, while Table 3.1 shows component specifications. In a second
step, the Simulink model could be the starting point for the design of the starter-generator
controller.
Upper
tensioner
Belt

Electric
machine
Electric
machine
pulley

Lower
tensioner

Figure 3.6 - CAD model of the start cart BSG system.
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Crank
pulley

Figure 3.7 - Picture of the start cart BSG system.
Table 3.1 - Start cart engine specifications.

Engine
Displacement

Layout

Type

3.6 L

V6

Aspirated

Maximum
torque
353 Nm
@ 4800 rpm

Maximum
power
211 kW
@ 6400 rpm

Table 3.2 - Start cart electric machine specifications.

Electric machine
Type

Rated power

Max. motoring
torque

Induction

18 kW

57 Nm

Max. generating
torque
- 57 Nm

Maximum
speed
17400 rpm

Table 3.3 - Start cart belt transmission specifications.

Belt transmission
Belt type

Belt
material

No. of ribs

Motor pulley
diameter

Engine pulley
diameter

Reduction
ratio

Serpentine

Aramid

6

63 mm

179 mm

2.84
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3.1.2.1 Model structure and equations of motion
The model simplified structure is shown in Figure 3.8. The dynamics of the system
is a consequence of the interaction between electric machine and engine, which are
mechanically linked by the belt. Electric machine, belt and engine torque models
calculate the torques and forces in play (

), having as inputs engine and motor

angular positions and rotational speeds of the previous time step (

and

).

These torques and forces are fed to the electric machine and engine dynamics blocks,
which outputs are the new positions and speeds.

Electric machine
torque model

Belt
force model

Engine
torque model

Engine
dynamics

Electric machine
dynamics

Figure 3.8 - Simplified structure of the model for BSG simulation.

The approach adopted for the solution of the problem is based on Newton's
dynamics laws. Figure 3.9 shows the free body diagram of the system. For simplicity, the
tensioners have not been considered in the model, so the belt branches between the
pulleys were assumed to be straight. Since the belt moves the driven pulley by "pulling"
it instead of "pushing", it was sufficient to write the equations of motion on the tight side
only, i.e., the side where the motor "pulls" the engine.
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Electric machine
pulley

Engine pulley

Figure 3.9 - Free body diagram of electric machine-belt-engine assembly.

The equations of motion (contained in the electric machine and engine dynamics
blocks) are written in the form of coupled differential equations for motor and engine
pulleys respectively:
(3.1)
(3.2)
where:

and

are motor and engine torques;

is the force which account for belt elasticity and damping;
and

are motor and engine pulley radii;

and

are motor and engine moments of inertia;

and

are motor and engine angular accelerations.

By integrating the acceleration, it is possible to obtain angular speeds (
positions (

) and

).

3.1.2.2 Modeling of the components
In the following, it will be shown how motor-generator, engine and belt can be
modeled, or equivalently how

,

and

were obtained.

3.1.2.2.1 Motor-generator
The motor-generator can be represented by means of a transfer function

that

takes into account the internal dynamics of the component (due for example to inverter
delays, torque buildup time in the machine, etc) [52]:
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(3.3)
where

and

are desired (input) torque and machine actual torque. As previously

described, the BSG controller usually calculates the desired torque combining an openand a closed-loop command. In general,

is a function of voltage and speed of the

motor-generator; however, the inner dynamics of the machine are usually much faster
than those of the engine, especially at low speeds [52], so the transfer function can be
approximated with the unit:
(3.4)
In the simulations, the problem was further simplified. The values of

were either

assumed or imported from experimental data obtained with tests on the start cart. The
model is capable of calculating the engine speed profile versus time in motored
conditions, when a certain motor starter-generator is provided as input. Using
experimental torque values, it is possible to validate the model by comparing the engine
speed profiles of simulations and tests.
3.1.2.2.2 Engine
is a complex non-linear function of engine speed and position. It includes the effects
of gas pumping, fuel combustion, inertia of the reciprocating masses and friction:
(3.5)
Using analytical calculations,
in-cylinder pressure

and

can be lumped together starting from the

, which can be obtained through a simplified single-zone,

thermodynamic model [54]:
(3.6)

where:

is the specific heat ratio;
is the cylinder volume;
is the combustion gross heat release;
is the heat transferred to the cylinder walls.
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This model considers only the portion of engine cycle between intake valve closing
and exhaust valve opening, so the gas exchange processes are assumed to be at ambient
pressure (which is reasonable for engine speeds corresponding to idle or lower).
Otherwise, the in-cylinder pressure can be obtained from experimental results,
instrumenting the combustion chamber with a pressure sensor.
The in-cylinder pressure is then used to calculate the force acting on the piston. The
crankcase is usually kept at ambient pressure, so the effective force that is transmitted to
the connecting rod is:
(3.7)
where

is the piston head surface.

The inertia torque due to reciprocating masses deals with the motion of piston and
connecting rod, and is a complex function of geometry and crank position. The engine
moment of inertia

used in Equation 3.2 is considered a constant term, accounting only

for the rotating mass inertia of the engine (crankshaft, flywheel, crank pulley, etc). In this
way, the equation of motion remain linear, as the non-linear inertia of the reciprocating
masses is approximated as "external" torque. The approach to calculate the inertia torque
starts from the evaluation of the inertia force for a single cylinder, approximated as:
(3.8)
where:

is the mass of the reciprocating elements
is the crank radius
is the ratio between crank radius and connecting rod length

The minus sign in the equation takes into account the fact that the inertia force is
opposed to the motion of the crankshaft.
Given the geometry of the crank-slider mechanism shown in Figure 3.10,
can be lumped together in a single force

and

applied on the piston pin.
(3.9)
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Figure 3.10 - Schematic diagram of the crank-slider mechanism.

The crankshaft torque is the product of the crank radius and the component of
perpendicular to the crank arm:
(3.10)
This calculation is relative to one cylinder only, so for a multi-cylinder engine the
corresponding torques have to be summed up, taking into account the phase differences
among them.
Lastly, the friction torque

is non-linear function of engine speed, load and

temperature. In the literature there are simplified [55] and more detailed [56] friction
models. For example, the following approach calculates

as a function of in-cylinder

pressure and engine speed [55]:
(3.11)
The

coefficients depend in turn on engine block and oil temperatures, so tests on

the engine are usually needed to estimate how temperature varies and to properly adapt
the parameters [54].
However, if friction torque experimental data of the engine under analysis are
directly available, the implementation in the BSG model is more straightforward, with the
drawback of needing another data set if a different engine has to be simulated.
Summarizing, in the Simulink model some assumptions and simplifications were
made. Since the engine is considered to be motored, no combustion occurs.

was

obtained from tests on the motored engine, and accounts only for air compression,
expansion and exchange processes. The inertia torque due to reciprocating masses was
assumed to be negligible compared to the other terms, so it was not considered in the
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analysis. Finally, experimental data were used for the friction torque, provided in form of
tables with torque as a function of engine speed, load and temperature. However, the load
was fixed by the study case, i.e., motored engine (corresponding no load), so the number
of variables was reduced to two.
3.1.2.2.3 Belt
The belt transmission was modeled to account for its stiffness and damping
characteristics. Referring to Figure 3.9, they are included in the following equation for
the evaluation of the elastic and damping belt force:
(3.12)
where:

is the belt stiffness;
is the belt damping coefficient;
is the belt elongation;
is the difference of the velocities of the belt extremities.

The model included also a logic capable of simulating belt slip. If slip occurs, it
was assumed to happen at the motor pulley, where the belt wrap is lower. The operating
principle can be explained by the transition between two modes:
1. no-slip: belt and motor pulley move together;
2. slip: belt and motor pulley have differing angular velocities.
Handling the transition between these two modes presents a modeling challenge: as
the system gains a degree of freedom upon slip, the transmitted torque goes through a
step discontinuity.
To correctly solve the problem, the belt must be provided with a mass, which is
assumed concentrated on the motor pulley. According to Figure 3.11, the state equations
for the coupled system are derived as follows:
(3.13)
(3.14)
where:

is torque transmitted at the belt-pulley interface;
is the belt angular acceleration calculated at the motor pulley;
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is the is the belt moment of inertia calculated at the motor pulley, and equal to
(3.15)
in which

is the belt mass.

Figure 3.11 - Free body diagram of belt and electric motor pulley.

During the no-slip operation, belt and pulley share the same kinematics, so the
systems acts as a single unit with combined inertia. So Equations 3.13 and 3.14 are joined
into a single equation as follows:
(3.16)
(3.17)
Combining Equations 3.13, 3.14 and 3.17 with the constraint of equal angular
accelerations, the torque transmitted at the belt-pulley interface can be calculated:
(3.18)
The system remains in the no-slip condition unless the magnitude of
static friction capacity

exceeds the

, which depends on system geometry, static friction

coefficient and belt tension. At this point, the belt starts to slip, and the new equations of
motion become:
(3.19)
(3.20)
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where

is the maximum kinematic friction torque, and

takes into

account the fact that slip can occur in both directions. In this state, belt and motor are
uncoupled and move at different speeds.
In order to exit the slip mode, two conditions must be satisfied, i.e., belt and motor
speeds have to return equal and the torque transmitted at the interface must be lower or
equal than the static friction capacity:
and

(3.21)

Figure 3.12 summarizes the system behavior in a state diagram.

Slip

No-slip

and

Figure 3.12 - State diagram describing no-slip/slip transition.

In the calculations it must be ensured that, when switching between two dynamic
modes, the initial conditions of the new mode match the state values immediately prior to
the switch. In Simulink, slip was implemented using enabled subsystems, which modeled
the system dynamics in either no-slip or slip condition, and a logic block, in charge of
checking the system state and switching from one mode to the other.
3.2 Fuel consumption analysis
This section describes the simulations and tests aimed to evaluate the fuel
consumption improvements of a vehicle equipped with a Belt Starter Generator with
respect to a conventional vehicle.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the BSG enables to introduce three main features:
engine stop-start;
electric power assist;
regenerative braking.
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Each of them contributes to reduce fuel consumption in a different way. Engine
stop-start cuts the fuel to the engine when it is not being used to propel the vehicle. Thus,
when the vehicle is stopped, the fuel is cut and the engine is stopped as well. Electric
assist decreases fuel consumption indirectly: through multiple and wider chargedischarge battery cycles, the hybrid control system selects the engine operating
conditions where it is more efficient. This technique is also referred as "load shift".
Regenerative braking is activated during coast and decelerations to recapture a portion of
the kinetic energy to recharge the battery. By optimizing the regenerative braking control,
the charging of the battery during fuel-on cruising can be minimized, thus reducing the
amount of fuel consumed.
The main objective of the simulations and tests was to estimate the saving in fuel
consumption that can be obtained with these features. In particular, as it will be better
described in the following sections, they have been set up in order to introduce one
feature at a time, i.e., starting from a vehicle engine stop-start only and adding electric
assist in a second step and regenerative braking in a third step.
Another set of simulations is focused instead on the evaluation of the fuel
consumption of a vehicle equipped with BSG with modifications in component
characteristics and sizes. In other words, a sensitivity analysis of the fuel consumption
will be performed considering different vehicles, engines, electric motors and batteries.
Three main approaches were considered:
Analytical approach;
Simulations through an already existing model for fuel consumption evaluation;
Tests on a proof-of-concept hybrid vehicle.
This section introduces these approaches, describes the logic behind them, presents
study cases and drive cycles and lists the required data, which were either obtained or
assumed. A preliminary analysis of the outcomes will be also shown. The main results
about fuel consumption, along with their comparison and discussion, are instead
presented in Chapter 4.
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3.2.1 Analytical approach
This approach consists in estimating fuel consumption starting from simple data,
such as vehicle main characteristics and drive cycle profiles, and making some
assumptions on efficiencies in the powertrain. The logic behind the method is based on
the losses that occur during a drive cycle: of the total fuel energy consumed, a portion is
used to overcome the road loads and drive the car through the cycle, while another
portion is dissipated in losses of various nature.
Figure 3.13 shows graphically this energy flow.

Losses
Figure 3.13 - Simplified diagram of the energy flow occurring in a vehicle.
The energy of the fuel (
for the tractive effort (

) is partially transformed by the car into energy
) and partially dissipated in losses (

).

The energy balance equation is simply:
(3.22)
Once

and

are calculated or assumed, the value of

found, and from it the fuel consumption value is obtained (in l/100 km or mpg).
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can be

3.2.1.1 Tractive energy
The tractive energy is the energy required by the vehicle to run through the cycle. It
can be expressed as the sum of two terms: the energy necessary to overcome the road
loads

and the energy needed to accelerate and decelerate the vehicle according to the

speed profile set out by the cycle

:
(3.23)

This equation can also be expressed in terms of forces, which vary along the cycle:
(3.23)
The road loads are external resistances acting on the vehicle during motion. For
both urban and highway driving, the road loads consist of aerodynamic drag (
rolling resistance (

) and climbing resistance (

),

). The aerodynamic drag,

produced by the motion of the vehicle in the air, escalates with a square law with vehicle
speed, so it consumes relatively more energy during highway driving. In comparison, the
energy losses from rolling resistance (produced by the hysteresis of the tire at the surface
with the roadway) are mainly a function of miles traveled: vehicle speed has a limited
effect on rolling resistance except at the highest speeds reached on occasion during
highway driving. Climbing resistance applies only when road grade is different from
zero. Standard drive cycles are usually run on flat road, so this term is not present in the
analysis. In general, the total road load force can be therefore written as:
(3.25)
is the force needed to accelerate and decelerate the vehicle according to the
cycle, and is governed by Newton's second law. This force provides the linear
acceleration of the vehicle:
(3.26)
where

is the vehicle mass and

is the acceleration set out by the drive cycle.
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Figure 3.14 illustrates a free body diagram of a vehicle during motion with the
associated forces (for simplicity the road is assumed flat, i.e., no climbing resistance is
applied).

Figure 3.14 - Free body diagram of a vehicle.

The road load resistance can actually be calculated in two ways: the individual
components (aerodynamic, rolling and climbing) can be computed at each time instant
and summed, or, if the vehicle road load coefficients

,

and

of the vehicle are

known, the road load resistance at a specific speed can be easily calculated using the
following equation:
(3.25)
The road load coefficients are obtained from coast-down tests on real vehicle, and
represent the coefficients of the quadratic interpolation of the road load curve. They take
into account aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance, resistance in the driveline downstream
of the gearbox and resistance due to possible remaining torques of the braking system,
but not road grade.
For instance, considering a vehicle with the road load coefficients listed in Table
3.4:
Table 3.4 - Road load coefficients of a sample vehicle.

205.863

0.074

0.124

the road load resistance profile on a flat road has the trend shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15 - Road load resistance curve of the sample vehicle.

Therefore, the tractive force can be written as:
(3.28)
The tractive power can be simply calculated multiplying the tractive force by the cycle
speed:
(3.29)
Finally, the tractive energy is obtained by integrating the tractive power over cycle:
(3.30)
It can be proved that the second integral, calculated over the whole cycle, is equal to zero.
In fact:
(3.31)
because

, since the car is at rest both at the beginning and at the end of the

cycle. This integral can be also seen as the difference in kinetic energy of the car between
end and beginning of the cycle, which has to be null.
As a consequence,

is calculated only through the road load power integral:
(3.32)
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3.2.1.2 Energy losses
The amount of fuel consumed by a motor vehicle over a distance is affected by the
efficiency of the vehicle in converting the chemical energy in the fuel into mechanical
energy and transmitting it to the axles to drive the wheels.
The losses in this system have different origins. They can be summarized as:
engine losses: only a relatively small portion of the fuel energy is transformed in
mechanical energy available at the flywheel; some energy is dissipated because of
pumping losses, friction, heat rejection and combustion losses;
mechanical losses: some losses occur in the driveline, i.e., in the torque converter
or clutch (depending on which of the two is present) and in the gearbox; the
mechanical losses downstream the gearbox have been already taken into account
inside the vehicle road load coefficients; when regenerative braking is active,
another mechanical loss affects the energy balance: while the regenerative power
goes upstream the powertrain chain, it drags the engine which is usually in fuel
cut off, so the friction of the engine must be accounted as a loss to be subtracted
from the instantaneous regenerative power; instead, when the power flows back
from the battery to the wheels, it is supposed that engine is on (assisted by the
electric motor), so losses due to engine friction can be considered already
accounted inside the engine losses;
energy conversion losses: these losses are particularly important for hybrid
vehicles, where a remarkable quantity of energy is subjected to multiple form
conversions; a part of the mechanical energy available at the crankshaft can be
transformed in electrical energy through the generator to run the electrical loads,
or to be stored in the battery, where it is in turn subjected to another
transformation (from electrical to chemical). The hybrid vehicles which are
capable of providing electric power assist are characterized also by a reverse path
of the energy (from the battery to the electric motor to the crankshaft), with
further losses. Summarizing, these losses take into account the efficiency of
electric machine, inverter, battery and their links (mechanical and electrical);
accessory power consumption: part of engine brake power is used to run the
accessories; this value can be assumed constant throughout the cycle;
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losses due to friction brake: when the drive cycle profile requires a deceleration
which the vehicle can't follow just coasting down, an action on the brake pedal is
required; therefore, the brakes dissipate to the environment part of the kinetic
energy of the car;
losses at idle: during idle, some fuel is burned but no power at the wheels is
produced, so the corresponding fuel energy is considered as a loss.
All the energy loss components will be better defined by equations in the following
sections.
Figure 3.16 depicts the energy flows and sinks for a conventional gasoline-powered
mid-size passenger car. As previously stated, most of the energy available in the fuel tank
(about two thirds) is lost in converting heat into mechanical work at the engine, much of
it unavoidably. For urban trips consisting of stop-and-go driving, a significant percentage
(about 15 to 20%) is also lost in standby operations during coasting, braking, and idling
in traffic. For urban driving, only 10 to 15% of the fuel energy is ultimately transmitted
as power to the wheels. Because standby losses are lower during highway driving and
because the engine is operating more efficiently, a higher percentage of fuel energy about 20% - makes its way to the wheels. While the specific percentages vary by vehicle
type and trip, the flows shown in Figure 3.16 are generally representative of current
passenger vehicles.
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Figure 3.16 - Example energy flows for a late-model midsize passenger car:
(a) urban driving; (b) highway driving [57].
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3.2.1.3 Efficiency of the system
The accessory power consumption can actually be considered as necessary for the
vehicle correct functioning. As a consequence, two different types of efficiency can be
defined, the vehicle and the powertrain efficiency:
(3.33)
(3.34)

where

is the energy absorbed by the accessories.

energy demand, while

is also called vehicle

is called "total" vehicle energy demand. These

efficiencies express how much of the fuel energy is effectively used to overcome the road
loads and run the vehicle through the cycle.
As an example, Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show a powertrain efficiency survey of some
of the recent HEV models on city and highway standard drive cycles as defined by EPA.
It can be noticed that hybrid vehicles show a remarkable efficiency improvement in
the city cycle with respect to conventional mid-size gasoline vehicles. As it can be
expected, the efficiency gets higher as the level of hybridization increases (from mild
HEVs, such as vehicles equipped with BSG, to parallel HEVs to power split HEVs): for
instance power split HEVs have the highest city cycle powertrain efficiency of almost
0.2, doubling the gasoline vehicle efficiency.
In the highway cycle, although the average efficiency is higher than in the city
cycle, the use of hybrid vehicles is more sacrificed and the improvements are limited.
Power split HEVs have again the highest highway cycle powertrain efficiency, which is
between 0.27 and 0.29, about 15% higher than the gasoline vehicle efficiency.
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Figure 3.17 - Powertrain efficiency of recent HEV models on city cycle [58].

Figure 3.18 - Powertrain efficiency of recent HEV models on highway cycle [58].
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3.2.1.4 Study cases
The main purpose of the simulations and tests is to assess the improvements in fuel
consumption related to the BSG system and its features. Four cases were studied to
evaluate the effects of the main BSG functions, i.e., engine stop-start, electric e-assist and
regenerative braking. Table 3.5 shows which features were selected for each case:
knowing the fuel consumption of the conventional vehicle, to be used as reference, the
idea was to first estimate the fuel consumption benefits with stop-start only, then to add
electric assist in order to observe the improvements related to the load shifts, and finally
to include regenerative braking.
Table 3.5 - Fuel consumption study cases

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Engine stop-start

Electric assist

Regenerative braking

3.2.1.5 Drive cycles
A drive cycle is a series of data points representing the speed of a vehicle versus
time. Drive cycles are established by various countries and organizations to assess the
vehicle performance [59]. Implementing them in simulations or real tests, in order to
replay real world driving conditions, fuel consumption and emissions can be estimated.
Drive cycles were created in different ways. Some were derived theoretically, and
others were obtained based on measurement data from real world driving tests [60]. The
European Union prefers the former while the United States and Japan like the latter.
Drive cycles are further classified into two different types:
1. Transient drive cycles: the speed changes a lot in these drive cycles based on
typical on-road driving conditions; the American Urban Dynamometer Driving
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Schedule (UDDS), the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) and the Highway Fuel
Economy Driving Schedule (HWFET) drive cycles belong to this type.
2. Modal drive cycles: they involve protracted periods at constant speeds; the
European New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and the Japanese 10-15 Mode
cycles are included in this type.
For all the kinds of approaches considered in this thesis (analytical, simulations and
tests), it has been decided to utilize three different drive cycles: two of them are US
standard drive cycles, the UDDS to simulate city driving and the HWFET to simulate
highway driving; the third one is the European standard drive cycle, the NEDC.
The UDDS is commonly called the "LA4" or the "city test", representing complex
city driving conditions. It is only suitable for light duty vehicle testing. The speed profile
is shown in Figure 3.19. The characteristics are listed in Table 3.6.

Figure 3.19 - UDDS speed profile.
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Table 3.6 - UDDS main characteristics.

Time

1369 s

Distance

11.99 km

Maximum speed

91.25 km/h

Average speed

31.51 km/h

Maximum acceleration

1.48 m/s2

Maximum deceleration

-1.48 m/s2

Average acceleration

0.5 m/s2

Average deceleration

-0.58 m/s2

Idle time

244 s

No. of stops

17

The HWFET represents highway driving conditions under 60 mph (100 km/h) and
it is characterized by no stops. Figure 3.20 shows its speed profile and Table 3.7 its
characteristics.

Figure 3.20 - HWFET speed profile.
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Table 3.7 - HWFET main characteristics.

Time

765 s

Distance

16.51 km

Maximum speed

96.40 km/h

Average speed

77.58 km/h

Maximum acceleration

1.43 m/s2

Maximum deceleration

-1.48 m/s2

Average acceleration

0.19 m/s2

Average deceleration

-0.22 m/s2

Idle time

3s

No. of stops

1

The NEDC, also referred as Motor Vehicle Emission Group (MVEG) cycle, is a
drive cycle consisting of four repeated ECE-15 drive cycles and an Extra-Urban drive
cycle (EUDC). The ECE-15 is a urban drive cycle which is employed to represent city
driving conditions and is characterized by low vehicle speeds, low engine load and low
exhaust gas temperature. The EUDC, which has more aggressive and high speed drive
modes simulating highway driving, is added after the fourth ECE-15 to produce a NEDC
cycle. The NEDC is used for emission certification of light duty vehicles in Europe. The
speed profile and characteristics are shown in Figure 3.21 and Table 3.8.
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Figure 3.21 - NEDC speed profile.

Table 3.8 - NEDC main characteristics.

Time

1184 s

Distance

10.93 km

Maximum speed

120 km/h

Average speed

33.21 km/h

Maximum acceleration

1.06 m/s2

Maximum deceleration

-1.39 m/s2

Average acceleration

0.54 m/s2

Average deceleration

-0.79 m/s2

Idle time

257 s

No. of stops

13
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3.2.1.6 Data and assumptions
For the calculation of the fuel consumption, some data were available, while others
had to be assumed.
In order to evaluate the effect of the Belt Starter Generator on vehicles of different
size, two D-segment, one E-segment and one mid-size SUV vehicles have been
considered. For all of them, calculations were made both for the conventional version and
for the version equipped with BSG. Since the study was focused on the BSG effect only,
the road load coefficients were held constant (same rolling and aerodynamic resistance as
conventional), while weight was increased to take into account the heavier components
which make up the BSG. Most of the weight increase is due to the motor-generator, the
power electronics with cooling system and the battery pack. These components were
considered equal to those used in the simulations and tests, which will be explained in the
following sections. With an 18 kW motor generator and a high voltage 72 cells lithiumion battery, the weight increase was assumed of 70 kg. Table 3.9 shows weights and road
load coefficients for all the discussed versions.
Table 3.9 - Characteristics of the vehicles for simulations with analytical approach

Vehicle

Estimated test
weight

D-segment 1
(conventional)

1746

142.966

0.854

0.026

D-segment 1
(BSG)

1816

=

=

=

D-segment 2
(conventional)

1814

201.104

-0.086

0.035

D-segment 2
(BSG)

1884

=

=

=

E-segment
(conventional)

1934

205.864

-0.074

0.036

E-segment
(BSG)

2004

=

=

=

SUV
(conventional)

2495

201.816

2.778

0.038

SUV (BSG)

2565

=

=

=
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The average engine efficiency over the drive cycle is defined as:
(3.35)

represents the total produced mechanical energy available at the flywheel, calculated
integrating over the cycle the flywheel power
torque

and speed

, which in turn is computed knowing

at the flywheel at each time instant.

instead is obtained

multiplying the mass of burned fuel during the cycle by the fuel lower heating value.
These data were obtained from tests on a vehicle running with a V6 3.6 liter engine
(maximum torque: 353 Nm @ 4800 rpm; maximum power: 211 kW @ 6400 rpm), taking
into account the differences in calibrations occurring among the four study cases
previously introduced. Table 3.10 summarizes the engine efficiency values used for the
study cases and drive cycles.
Table 3.10 - Adopted engine efficiency values for the various study cases

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

UDDS

23,12%

23,12%

25,71%

23,85%

HWFET

27,94%

27,94%

30,07%

29,30%

NEDC

24,04%

24,04%

25,78%

24,89%

The efficiency values don't change between Case 0 and Case 1 because in the
calculation, since the car was running with stop-start enabled, only the operating points
for which the vehicle speed was greater than zero were taken into account. For Case 0, an
engine power at idle of 3 kW was assumed, originating from an engine speed of 720 rpm
and torque of 40 Nm. From the fuel consumption map of the engine, a specific fuel
consumption of 450 g/kWh was extrapolated.
These efficiency values could actually be improved if more time is spent on
calibrating the vehicle for a specific study case. For instance, gear shift maps, battery
power limits and other calibrations can be further modified (still with some limitations) to
find an optimum for the efficiency.
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The values of mechanical efficiency and energy conversion efficiency were instead
assumed. For the latter, two equivalent values were hypothesized for the path going from
the crankshaft to the battery and for the opposite one. The value of the engine friction
power was obtained from friction data of the considered engine, assuming that during
regenerative braking speed was constant and equal to 1000 rpm. Table 3.8 shows all these
values.
Table 3.11 - Mechanical and electrical losses data.

Mechanical efficiency
Engine friction power
Energy conversion efficiency
(crankshaft – battery)
Energy conversion efficiency (battery –
crankshaft)
Energy conversion efficiency
(crankshaft – battery – crankshaft)

Then, regarding the accessory power consumption, a distinction must be made
between mechanical and electric accessories. It was assumed that the mechanical
accessory power consumption was already included in the engine efficiency, while the
electric power consumption was considered constant throughout the cycle and entirely
provided by the battery (the energy conversion efficiency then must be taken into
account). Its value was set to 200 W.
Last but not least, talking about the cases in which electric assist and regenerative
braking are present, some constraints had to be stated on the battery power. It was
assumed to limit the battery charge power to 15 kW, which is reasonable for a mid-size
mild hybrid vehicle with a high voltage battery. Also in this case, the energy conversion
efficiency must be considered to calculate the energy that is effectively recovered in the
battery and then supplied to the crankshaft with the electric assist. The battery discharge
power could instead be higher, and in this case the maximum electric assist power was
supposed constrained by the motor-generator to 18 kW.
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3.2.1.7 Analytical model for fuel consumption evaluation
Once all the data were available, they were implemented in a Matlab code to
estimate the fuel consumption values. All the energy terms previously mentioned were
summed together in an energy balance equation, to obtain as a first result the mechanical
energy produced by the engine and available at the flywheel

:
(3.36)

is the tractive energy and in Equation 3.32 it was found that it is equal to
the energy required to overcome the road loads. It can be further divided in
“positive” road load energy for vehicle acceleration equal or higher than zero and
“negative” road load energy for vehicle acceleration lower than zero:
(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
is the energy absorbed by the electric accessories evaluated at the battery
output, and is calculated as:
(3.40)
represents the loss due to energy conversion from mechanical at the
crankshaft to chemical in the battery, required to run the electric accessory loads.
It is obtained as:
(3.41)
is the energy lost in the gearbox. It is calculated using the mechanical
efficiency defined in Table 3.11, and it applies to all the power going from the
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flywheel to the differential through the gearbox:

(3.42)
where

is the mechanical power needed to accelerate the vehicle and make it

follow the drive cycle speed profile:
(3.43)
while

needs a more detailed explanation. The drive cycle requires that the

vehicle follows a specific speed (and acceleration) profile. During decelerations,
the force equilibrium equation can be rewritten as:
(3.44)
where

is the force applied by the driver (which can be positive or negative),
is the force opposed to the motion by the road loads and

represent the inertia force related to the deceleration
negative value since

imposed by the cycle (it a

is negative). Three situations can happen in this case:

o If

, it means that the road loads would brake the

car more than what is requested by the cycle, so the driver has to add an
extra positive tractive force (called
o If

) to follow the correct profile;

, the speed profile requires a deceleration that

the road loads only cannot provide, so the driver has to apply a braking
force (
o If

);
, the road load exactly provide the deceleration

required by the cycle, so no action is requested from the driver.
Powers are simply calculated multiplying the corresponding forces by the speed.
is the energy that has to be absorbed by either friction braking or
regenerative braking to decelerate the vehicle accordingly to the cycle. Since
during decelerations part of the kinetic energy is dissipated by road loads, the
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effective value of

is calculated as:
(3.45)

provided the condition
(3.46)

–

represents the energy recovered through regenerative braking. It depends
on the instantaneous
capability

value and on the maximum regenerative power

(both of them are calculated at the wheels):
(3.47)
(3.48)

This means that when the braking power exceeds the regenerative power
capability the braking power is split between friction braking and regenerative
braking, while in the other case it is entirely covered by regenerative braking.
After this step, it must be checked if the power which arrives at the engine is able
to overcome the engine friction and go up to the battery; if not, regenerative
braking cannot apply:
(3.49)
(3.50)
where

is the final effective value of regenerative power.

is simply

calculated as:
(3.51)
takes into account the losses due to the flow of

from the wheels to

the battery and then back again to the wheels with electric assist. Its value is:
(3.52)
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Lastly,

is the energy necessary to run the engine at minimum when the vehicle

is stopped. Obviously this quantity applies only for Case 0, i.e., for the conventional
vehicle.
It is calculated as:
(3.53)
Once the energy at the flywheel
energy

and

have been determined, the fuel

can be calculated knowing engine efficiency and specific fuel consumption

at idle:
(3.54)
where

is the specific fuel consumption at idle and

is the lower heating

value of the fuel.
From

, fuel consumption can be easily determined, either in

or in

mpg:
(3.55)

(3.56)

3.2.1.8 Preliminary analysis
As a preliminary analysis, it is interesting to take a look at the differences in road
load resistance for the four vehicles. Figure 3.22 shows the road load resistance curves as
a function of the vehicle speed. Since all the components of the powertrain are considered
equal among the vehicle cases, it is certainly expected that the D-segment 1 will produce
the lowest fuel consumption while the SUV the highest, for all the considered study
cases. More uncertain are the results of the D-segment 2 and the E-segment: since the
road load resistance curves are so close, it may be possible that the different masses play
an important role in certain study cases, such as the one including regenerative braking
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(from one side higher mass increase the energy required to accelerate the vehicle, but
from the other it allows more energy to be recovered during braking).

Figure 3.22 - Road load resistance curves of the vehicles analyzed with the analytical approach

Table 3.12 shows some energy quantities of particular interest, expressed in
Wh/km. The total vehicle energy demand is the sum of road load and accessory energy. It
depends on the cycle profile and on the road load coefficients, as defined in Equation
3.27. The total braking energy is calculated in Equation 3.45 and is based on the
deceleration profile of the cycles and on the vehicle mass. For Case 3, the regenerative
braking energy is obtained from the braking power as defined in Equation 3.51. Higher
vehicle mass and lower load road resistance allows recovery of more regenerative
braking energy, since more kinetic energy must be absorbed either by the friction brakes
or by the generator. Lastly the flywheel energy for Case 1 and Case 3 are reported to
show how regenerative braking affects the mechanical energy produced at the flywheel
(for Case 1, the idle energy does not influence the flywheel energy value since idle
consumption is accounted separately for the calculation of the fuel energy - see Equation
3.54). A neat decrease from Case 1 to Case 3 can be observed for UDDS and NEDC,
while the few braking opportunities of the HWFET induce a limited effect on the
flywheel energy reduction.
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SUV

E-segment

D-segment
2

D-segment
1

Table 3.12 - Preliminary outcomes of the analytical approach.

Total
vehicle
energy
demand

Total
braking
energy

Regenerative
braking
energy

Flywheel
energy
Case 1

Flywheel
energy
Case 3

UDDS

78.6

70.0

47.7

156.4

128.5

HWFET

110.8

14.7

8.8

131.9

126.7

NEDC

95.2

45.4

33.0

147.9

128.6

UDDS

88.3

70.6

47.4

167.2

139.4

HWFET

120.8

14.8

8.6

142.4

137.3

NEDC

105.7

45.8

33.0

159.3

140.0

UDDS

89.8

76.0

48.9

174.4

145.5

HWFET

122.4

16.2

9.2

145.6

140.2

NEDC

107.2

49.4

34.4

164.8

144.5

UDDS

130.1

93.9

51.5

235.5

204.8

HWFET

191.2

18.2

8.8

220.0

214.7

NEDC

159.4

60.1

37.7

230.8

208.1

Finally, another interesting preliminary result is represented by the powertrain
efficiency, defined in Equation 3.34, of the different vehicles for the considered cycles
and study cases. Figures 3.23 to 3.25 show the powertrain efficiency values for UDDS,
HWFET and NEDC cycles respectively. The numbers indicate the corresponding case
study. For UDDS and NEDC, the efficiencies increase moving from Case 0 to Case 3 for
all the vehicles. For HWFET instead Case 0 efficiency is higher than Case 1, indicating
that the fuel economy introduced by stop-start is offset by the weight increase relative to
the introduction of the BSG on the vehicle.
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UDDS powertrain efficiecy
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3
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D-segment 2

2

2
2

D-segment 1

3

0

1
0

80.0 100.0 120.0 140.0 160.0 180.0 200.0

Total vehicle energy demand [Wh/km]
Figure 3.23 - Powertrain efficiency of the analyzed vehicle on UDDS cycle.
The numbers refer to the study cases.

HWFET pwertrain efficiency

0.27

0.26
3
2

3
2

0.25

0.24

0.23
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2

D-segment 2
0
1
0
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1
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0
1
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Total vehicle energy demand [Wh/km]

Figure 3.24 - Powertrain efficiency of the analyzed vehicle on HWFET cycle.
The numbers refer to the study cases.
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Comparing the efficiencies in Figures 3.23 and 3.24 with those previously shown in
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 for conventional (Case 0) and "full" BSG (Case 3), it can be
noticed that in the HWFET values are quite close, while in the UDDS the values appear
higher with the analytical approach, indicating that the model may underestimate the fuel
consumption.

NEDC powertrain efficiency

0.2
3

0.18

3

3
3

2

2
2
0.16

1

1

1
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1

0
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0

0.14

0

D-segment 1

0

E-segment
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80.0 100.0 120.0 140.0 160.0 180.0 200.0
Total vehicle energy demand [Wh/km]

Figure 3.25 - Powertrain efficiency of the analyzed vehicle on NEDC cycle.
The numbers refer to the study cases.

The efficiency values for the NEDC are reasonably intermediate between those of
the other two cycles, considering that such cycle is composed of both city and highway
sections.
3.2.2 Fuel consumption simulations
In this section, the fuel consumption simulations of vehicles equipped with Belt Starter
Generator are presented. As in the section about the analytical approach, the study cases
will be introduced first, followed by a list of the required data, the description of the
model and some preliminary results.
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3.2.2.1 Simulation study cases and data
The simulations which were performed can be divided in two main sets, with
different scopes:
1. Simulations aimed to assess the sensitivity of a vehicle with BSG to different
component characteristics and sizes. The interest was focused on the effect of
different vehicles, engines, electric motors and batteries on the fuel consumption.
While changing a specific component, the others were usually kept the same.
2. Simulations intended to obtain fuel consumption values corresponding to the
study cases introduced in the previous section (Table 3.5), which will also be
applied for the fuel consumption tests on a real vehicle. The results of the
simulations will be compared with those of the analytical approach to validate the
analytical model.
3.2.2.1.1 Set 1
For the first set of simulations, three different vehicles, six engines, two motor
generators and two batteries were considered. In the following, they will be listed and
labeled, and after that the combinations that make up the study cases will be shown.
The vehicles are the two D-segment and the E-segment vehicles, which parameters
have been already listed in Table 3.9. In this case only the BSG versions were simulated.
For the sake of completeness, their characteristics are reported in Table 3.13. Engine,
motor-generator and battery characteristic are listed in Tables 3.14 to 3.16.
Table 3.13 - Characteristics of the vehicles for the simulations - set 1.

Vehicles
Vehicle label

Estimated test
weight

D-segment 1

1816

142.966

0.854

0.026

6-speeds
automatic

D-segment 2

1884

201.104

-0.086

0.035

6-speeds
automatic

E-segment

2004

205.864

-0.074

0.036

8-speeds
automatic

Transmission
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Table 3.14 - Characteristics of the engines for the simulations - set 1.

Engines
Engine label

Displacement

Layout

Type

A

1.8 L

I4

Aspirated

B

2.4 L

I4

Aspirated

C

2.4 L

I4

Aspirated

D

2.4 L

I4

Turbo

E

3.6 L

V6

Aspirated

F

5.7 L

V8

Aspirated

Maximum
torque
170 Nm
@ 5200 rpm

Maximum
power
110 kW
@ 6500 rpm

210 Nm
@ 4800 rpm

119 kW
@ 5800 rpm

232 Nm
137 kW
@ 4800 rpm @ 6250 rpm
363 Nm
213 kW
@ 2000–5600 @ 5700–6400
rpm
rpm
353 Nm
211 kW
@ 4800 rpm @ 6400 rpm
529 Nm
@ 4000 rpm

272 kW
@ 5400 rpm

Table 3.15 - Characteristics of the motor-generators for the simulations - set 1.

Motor-generators
Motorgenerator
label

Type

Rated power

Max.
motoring
torque

Max.
generating
torque

Maximum
speed

A

Induction

11.9 kW

107 Nm

107 Nm

18000 rpm

B

Induction

18 kW

57 Nm

57 Nm

17000 rpm

Table 3.16 - Characteristics of the batteries for the simulations - set 1.

Batteries
Type

No. of
cells

Nominal
voltage

Nominal
capacity

Peak
charging
power

Peak
discharging
power

A

Lithium-ion

31 series

115 V

4.5 Ah

15 kW

-15 kW

B

Lithium-ion

32 series

270 V

4.4 Ah

30 kW

-30 kW

Battery
label
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Now that all the component data have been listed, the simulation study cases are
presented in Table 3.17 as combinations of the components.
Table 3.17 - Simulation study cases - set 1.

Study cases
Simulation
scope

Case label

Vehicle

Engine

Motor
generator

Battery

Veh1

D-segment 1

B

A

A

Veh2

D-segment 2

B

A

A

Eng1

E-segment

A

B

B

Eng2

E-segment

C

B

B

Eng3

E-segment

D

B

B

Eng4

E-segment

E

B

B

Eng5

E-segment

F

B

B

Sensitivity to
the motor
generator

MoGen

E-segment

E

A

B

Sensitivity to
the battery

Batt

E-segment

E

B

A

Sensitivity to
the mogen &
the battery

MoGen&Batt

D-segment 1

B

B

B

Sensitivity to
the vehicle

Sensitivity to
the engine

The Cases “MoGen” and “Batt” will be referenced to the Case “Eng4”, since
vehicle and engine remain unchanged, while the Case “MoGen&Batt” will be referenced
to the Case “Veh1” for the same reason. These simulation cases were run on the UDDS
cycle.
3.2.2.1.2 Set 2
The second set of simulations followed the same logic explained in section 3.2.1.4.
The conventional vehicle was simulated first in order to have a reference value of fuel
consumption. Then, in sequence, stop-start, electric assist and regenerative braking were
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added. The vehicle and the components for this set of simulations were selected in order
to match the real proof-of-concept vehicle which was used for fuel consumption tests
(discussed in Section 3.2.4). They are listed in Tables 3.18 to 3.21.
Table 3.18 - Characteristics of the vehicle for the simulations - set 2.

Vehicle
Segment

Estimated test
weight

E

2004

Transmission
205.864

-0.074

8-speeds
automatic

0.036

Table 3.19 - Characteristics of the engine for the simulations - set 2.

Engine
Displacement

Layout

Type

3.6 L

V6

Aspirated

Maximum
torque
353 Nm
@ 4800 rpm

Maximum
power
211 kW
@ 6400 rpm

Table 3.20 - Characteristics of the motor-generator for the simulations - set 2.

Motor-generator
Type

Rated power

Max. motoring
torque

Max. generating
torque

Maximum
speed

Induction

18 kW

54 Nm

54 Nm

18000 rpm

Table 3.21 - Characteristics of the battery for the simulations - set 2.

Battery
Type

No. of cells

Nominal
voltage

Nominal
capacity

Peak
charging
power

Peak
discharging
power

Lithium-ion

72 series

270 V

5.2 Ah

30 kW

-30 kW

The simulations were performed on UDDS, HWFET and NEDC cycles.
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3.2.2.2 Model description
The model used for the simulations was a proprietary model realized in MatlabSimulink, able to evaluate performance and fuel consumption of a vehicle, provided the
selection of the powertrain components from a library. All the powertrain has been
modeled in detail, from the engine to the wheels, on the basis of the losses occurring in
each component for every operating point. The energy conservation is granted thanks to
energy balance equations present in each powertrain subsystem.
Figure 3.26 shows the main Simulink interface, with blocks and connections.
Starting from the drive cycle, the controller block evaluates the torque and power request
in order to run the vehicle at the speed specified in the cycle. The controller then
calculates a cost function based on the losses in the system, which are included in the
vehicle and transmission kinematics block. For a hybrid vehicle, it splits the output power
request between the two available power sources, engine and electric machine, with the
purpose of finding the optimum operating point, minimizing the losses in the system and
obtaining the best fuel consumption. More in particular, the controller is characterized by
two levels of optimization, called static and dynamic: during the static optimization, the
controller calculates the best operating point for the engine at a specific time, on the basis
of the requested power, its division between engine and electric machine and the
constraints in the system; after that, the dynamic optimization defines the most efficient
path for the engine transient in order to reach the static optimum, starting from the current
operating point.
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Figure 3.26 - Simulink interface of the model utilized for the fuel economy simulations.

3.2.2.3 Preliminary analysis
As preliminary analysis, some graphs and diagrams related to vehicle functioning
and performance will be shown. The outputs of the simulation model were engine and
motor maps with operating points, plots of speeds, torques, powers, fuel consumption,
SOC and other parameters. The parameters of interest will be defined for each simulation
set.
3.2.2.3.1 Set 1
For this set, it is interesting to see the differences among the operating points on the
engine maps for the various engines considered for the sensitivity analysis. As it can be
noted in Figures 3.27 to 3.31, increasing the engine dimension, the areas of high
efficiency draw away from the cloud of the operating points (the pink line represents the
wide open throttle limit). Bigger engines work in less efficient areas than smaller engines,
for the power levels requested by the drive cycle, so a higher fuel consumption is then
expected. Moreover, between the 2.4 L aspirated engine and the 2.4 L turbo engine there
is not much difference, since the turbo engine is forced to work mainly at low rpm, where
the performance and the fuel consumption is similar to the aspirated engine.

Figure 3.27 - 1.8 L engine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 1.
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Figure 3.28 - 2.4 L aspirated engine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 1
(torque is expressed in lb·ft).

Figure 3.29 - 2.4 L turbo engine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 1.
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Figure 3.30 - 3.6 L engine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 1.

Figure 3.31 - 5.7 L engine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 1.

Figures 3.32 and 3.33 show the motor generator maps with the operating point of
the Cases “MoGen” (11.9 kW machine) and “Eng4” (18 kW machine). It can be seen that
for the city cycle the powers in play are quite contained inside the limits imposed by the
motor generator maps, except during energy recuperation characterized by very low
(negative) torque. For the rest, the clouds are very similar between the two cases. Since
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the operating engine speeds are rather low (around 1000 rpm) also the machine speeds
are small (the pulley ratio is 2.5). This prevents the machines to work in a high efficiency
area. Therefore, the fuel consumption values are expected to be very close.

Figure 3.32 - 11.9 kW machine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 1.

Figure 3.33 - 18 kW machine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 1.
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3.2.2.3.2 Set 2
For this simulation set, it is interesting to see how the operating points of engine
and motor generator change from case to case, since the electric contribution increases
from the stop-start only to the full BSG case. It is also remarkable to observe the trend of
the power profiles during the cycle (or part of that), to see the effect of the electric
machine on the output power production.
Figures 3.34 to 3.36 show the engine map for the three simulation cases for the
UDDS cycle. The main difference that can be noticed between the first and the other two
pictures is that the operating points characterized by high torque and high speed
disappear, because of the effect of the electric assist. When high power is requested by
the drive cycle and electric assist is present, some of it is provided by the motor
generator.

Figure 3.34 - Engine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 2, Case 1, UDDS.
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Figure 3.35 - Engine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 2, Case 2, UDDS.

Figure 3.36 - Engine map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 2, Case 3, UDDS.

It is also interesting to see the motor generator map with its operating points for the
UDDS (Figures 3.37 to 3.39). It can be clearly seen how the cloud of the operating point
grows from Case 1 to Case 2 towards positive torque values due to electric assist, and
from Case 2 to Case 3 towards negative values due to regenerative braking. Moving from
Case 1 to Case 2 it can be noticed a slight enlargement of the cloud towards negative
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torque values as well. This is related to the necessity of the battery to be charged in order
to be able to support the electric assist during a subsequent discharge phase. In Case 2 it
can only obtained using the engine to run the motor generator as a conventional
alternator, thus producing electric energy.

Figure 3.37 - Electric motor map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 2, Case 1, UDDS.

Figure 3.38 - Electric motor map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 2, Case 2, UDDS.
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Figure 3.39 - Electric motor map with operating points obtained with simulations - set 2, Case 3, UDDS.

Figures 3.40 to 3.42 show instead the trend of the powers during part of each of the
three cycles. For Case 1, the battery power (magenta line) is very close to zero as
expected. The electric power in this case is only necessary to drive the electric accessory
loads. In Case 2 instead, the battery power starts to have higher fluctuations, but no
energy is recovered during braking (the magenta line is close to zero for negative output
power (yellow line). Instead, in Case 3 all the potentialities of the BSG are exploited, and
the negative power during decelerations indicates the presence of regenerative braking
(the battery power during charging is limited to -15 kW, as previously said). Looking at
the differences between the cycles, it can be seen that the UDDS and the NEDC present
some peaks characterized by high power request (30 kW and more), while in the HWFET
the power request is usually lower. As a consequence, the former cycles give more
opportunities of using the electric assist, dividing high power requests between engine
and electric motor.
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Figure 3.40 - Trend of the powers on UDDS cycle. (a) speed profile [mph];
(b) Case 1 powers [kW]; (c) Case 2 powers [kW]; (d) Case 3 powers [kW].
Blue: output power; magenta: engine power; green: battery power;
yellow: desired battery power.
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Figure 3.41 - Trend of the powers on HWFET cycle. (a) speed profile [mph];
(b) Case 1 powers [kW]; (c) Case 2 powers [kW]; (d) Case 3 powers [kW].
Blue: output power; magenta: engine power; green: battery power;
yellow: desired battery power.
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Figure 3.42 - Trend of the powers on NEDC cycle. (a) speed profile [mph];
(b) Case 1 powers [kW]; (c) Case 2 powers [kW]; (d) Case 3 powers [kW].
Blue: output power; magenta: engine power; green: battery power;
yellow: desired battery power.
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Finally, Figure 3.43 illustrates the trend of the battery SOC for the three cases
during the UDDS cycle. The energy exchanged during Case 2 and Case 3 is remarkably
higher than in Case 1. It can also noticed that for Cases 2 and 3, after the discharge during
hill 2, it takes more time in Case 2 than in Case 3 for the SOC to return to the original
value. Regenerative braking allows faster recharges, especially in drive cycles
characterized by multiple brake phases, such as the UDDS.

a

b

c

d

Figure 3.43 - Trend of battery SOC on UDDS cycle. (a) speed profile [mph];
(b) Case 1 SOC [%]; (c) Case 2 SOC [%]; (d) Case 3 SOC [%].
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3.2.3 Fuel consumption testing
The last approach for fuel consumption evaluation is through testing on a proof-ofconcept hybrid vehicle. The results of the tests will be compared with those obtained
from the analytical approach and the simulations for validation purposes. The test car (a
full hybrid prototype calibrated to run as BSG vehicle) was placed on a dynamometer,
simulating the road loads, and run through a few drive cycles. To estimate the fuel
consumption, the exhaust gas was collected from the tailpipe and its chemical
composition was analyzed. The following sections describe the vehicle structure and the
test setup and process more in detail.
3.2.3.1 Proof-of-concept vehicle description
The vehicle used for the tests is an E-segment, rear-wheel drive (RWD) car, with a
powertrain that has been modified to become a parallel full hybrid electric vehicle. It is
the same E-segment vehicle for which the parameters have been defined in Table 3.18.
The architecture is composed of the engine and two electric subsystems: an 18 kW
Belt Starter Generator (called P1f) on the front end accessory drive and a 30 kW traction
motor (called P2) integrated in the transmission. Figure 3.44 shows a simplified sketch of
the powertrain, with the two electric machines highlighted, while Figure 3.45 provides a
more detailed diagram.

Figure 3.44 - Sketch of the proof-of-concept test vehicle powertrain.
The main electric machines are highlighted.
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Figure 3.45 - Diagram of the proof-of concept test vehicle architecture.

The BSG is in charge of the stop-start of the engine. This task is made easier by the
disconnect clutch, which allows separation of the engine from the rest of the drivetrain. In
this way the smoothness of the restart events is improved, since there is no direct
connection between engine and wheels. The second electric machine is positioned after
the clutch in place of the torque converter, before an eight-speed automatic transmission.
This motor is characterized by high torque and high power, and when the clutch is
disengaged it allows the vehicle to run in pure electric mode. It can also help P1f to start
the engine during cold starts, since in some situations P1f torque may not be enough to
overcome the cranking torque of the engine. Finally, the two electric motors can also be
coordinated to boost the engine or produce electric energy through regenerative braking.
The parameters of vehicle, engine, motor generator and battery are the same as
those shown in Section 3.2.3.1.2, which were used for the simulations.
Figure 3.46 presents a CAD model of the vehicle architecture, where the main
components are labeled.
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Figure 3.46 - Proof-of-concept test car powertrain layout, with labels of the main components

3.2.3.2 Test setup
Three test cases were scheduled in order to evaluate the effects of the three main
BSG functions, i.e., engine stop-start, electric assist and regenerative braking. The
procedure was once again to first estimate the fuel consumption benefits with stop-start
only, then to add electric assist in order to observe the improvements related to the load
shifts, and finally to include regenerative braking. Unfortunately, it was not feasible to
test the vehicle as conventional, because the prototype was designed to work as a full
hybrid vehicle, and it was impossible to completely get rid of the effects of the clutch and
the P2 motor.
Nevertheless, to proceed in the way the tests were scheduled, the test car required
modifications in the controls and in the calibrations in order to run it as close as possible
to a vehicle equipped with a BSG only. This was not an easy task, since the clutch and
the P2 motor introduced complexity in the system.
The original control system launches the car in pure electric mode through P2
motor with the clutch open, and closes the clutch adding the engine contribution when a
threshold of either requested power or wheel speed is reached. Instead, in a vehicle
equipped with BSG, the engine is firstly cranked and after that the car starts to move.
Since the hybrid transmission controls didn't allow closing of the clutch before the
vehicle motion, a compromise was found setting the threshold wheel speed for clutch
engagement to a very small value (such as 0.1 km/h). The effect was that the car started
to creep electrically, and after a very short time interval the engine cranked and the clutch
closed.
For the first test, it was almost impossible to completely eliminate electric assist
and regenerative braking, so they were limited to very small amounts. This was obtained
by modifying the calibrations related to the power going in and out of the battery as a
function of the output power levels at the wheels. Anyway, the battery could still be
recharged as in a conventional car, using the engine to run the generator and produce
electric energy.
For the second test, the calibrations for the outgoing battery power were loosened.
The gear shift map was also modified to force the engine to run in the low rpm range,
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where engine torque is limited but e-assist can be better exploited, due to the torquespeed characteristic of electric motors (higher torque at lower speed).
Lastly, for the third test, also the calibrations for the ingoing battery power were
loosened to increase the level of regenerative braking, and the shift map was kept the
same to have good amount of e-assist. In these last two test cases, the calibrations needed
to be adjusted in order to obtain battery power limits which resembled those of a vehicle
equipped with a 18 kW starter generator.
Adjusting the battery power limits didn't make a distinction on the choice of the
electric motor providing e-assist or regenerative braking. As a consequence, both motors
are involved in these processes, and this is the reason why it was necessary to introduce
these limits on the battery side: the power capability of the two machines summed
together was potentially much higher than that of a simple BSG system.
In order to obtain a correct value of fuel consumption at the end of each cycle, it
was important to pursue the so-called "charge balance". It means that the SOC level of
the battery at the beginning and at the end of a cycle must be the same; if not, the fuel
consumption value is offset of a certain amount proportional to the energy added or
subtracted to the original energy level of the battery. Usually, the procedure that provides
charge balance consists in running each drive cycle twice; at the end of the first cycle, the
battery SOC should stabilize at the correct value to achieve charge balance in the
subsequent cycle. If a small discrepancy is still present for the second cycle (few
percentage points of SOC), the fuel consumption value can be adjusted knowing the
characteristics of the battery and the average efficiency of the engine.
The tests were run on a dynamometer in a test cell, and the selected drive cycles
were UDDS, HWFET and NEDC. The vehicle drive wheels were placed on the
dynamometer roller, which simulated the driving environment. The energy required to
move the rollers could be adjusted to account for the road load parameters of the vehicle.
A screen placed over the windshield in front of the driver’s seat showed in real time the
speed profile of the driving schedule, along with the vehicle “simulated” speed, while a
professional driver, acting on the pedals, accelerated and decelerated the vehicle to follow
the cycle. Fuel economy tests were performed with the vehicle's air conditioning and
other accessories turned off.
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Figures 3.47 and 3.48 show the proof-of-concept vehicle on the dynamometer,
ready to run the tests.

Figure 3.47 - Proof-of-concept test car on the dynamometer. The screen over the windshield shows the
speed profile of the cycle.

Figure 3.48 - Proof-of-concept test car on the dynamometer. The exhaust collecting hoses can be noticed.
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To calculate the fuel consumption for vehicles using carbon-based fuels, such as the
one under investigation, a hose was connected to the tailpipe to collect the engine exhaust
during the tests. The exhaust gas was chemically analyzed to find the amount of carboncontaining components (i.e., unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide). Knowing the chemical composition of the fuel, the quantity of carbon in the
exhaust was used to calculate the amount of fuel burned during the test. The EPA claims
this method is more accurate than using a fuel-gauge to physically measure the amount of
gasoline being burned [61].
3.2.3.3 Preliminary analysis
For these tests it is interesting to show the power trend of engine and battery.
Figure 3.49 shows the profiles along the hill 5 of the UDDS cycle for Case 3 ("full"
BSG). Here it is possible to see how much battery power is requested to crank the engine
and how much power is possible to recover thanks to regenerative braking. Observing the
engine power trace, it can be noticed that it becomes negative during deceleration,
indicating that the car is in fuel shut-off mode while recovering energy through the
electric motors.

Figure 3.49 - UDDS hill 5 speed profile and battery + engine power trends - Case 3.
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Figure 3.50 zooms even more on the starting phase of the hill. Here it can be clearly
seen how the engine cranks up. At first, engine power is null, while battery power is
stable at a small value to run the accessory loads. Then, the latter starts to increase, and
by means of P2 motor the car begins to move, while the engine is still off. When the
speed threshold is overcome, the clutch is closed and the engine power increases towards
negative values. In this phase the electric machines are motoring the engine (as it can be
seen from the increase in battery power). It takes another while for the control algorithm
to order the engine to start firing: from this moment on the engine power begins to
increase, overshoots and then stabilizes.

Figure 3.50 - UDDS hill 5 zoom speed profile and battery + engine power trends - Case 3.

From the power data, it is possible to approximately estimate the amount of energy
spent to start the engine. During the start-up phase, the battery power is required both to
move the car and to crank the engine. Integrating the engine power during motoring, and
taking the absolute value, it is possible to calculate the amount of energy that goes from
the battery to the engine. To be more precise, the engine spends some more fuel energy to
spin up to idle speed, so the integral of engine power between zero and idle power must
be also considered, and added to the previous quantity.
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This calculation can be extended to the whole cycle to calculate the total cranking
energy. Then, assuming a value of idle power and knowing the total amount of time
during which the engine is off, the idle energy can be computed. In this way the energy
involved in the stop-start strategy can be estimated:
(3.57)
Since it was not possible to test the proof-of-concept vehicle as a conventional, this
calculation was used to make a backward projection of the fuel consumption, starting
from the fuel consumption obtained in Case 1.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

This chapter provides the results of the research and their analysis. As the previous
chapter, it is divided into two main sections, related to the two research topics.
In the first section, the results of the engine cranking simulations are shown and
analyzed, and the model is validated against experimental test data obtained from the start
cart.
In the second part, the fuel consumption results of the three approaches are shown
at first singularly and then compared among each other. The contribution of the BSG
functions to fuel savings are analyzed and justified, considering also the effect of
different vehicle types and calibrations.
4.1 Stop-start performance evaluation and modeling of the belt starter generator
system
Some simulations were run to verify the correct functioning of the BSG model. The
main purpose of the research was to investigate behavior of the BSG during an engine
start in motoring condition, providing as input the electric machine torque versus time
and obtaining as output the speed profile of the engine. The influence of different
temperature and the occurrence of slip will be analyzed as well. The results will be also
compared with engine cranking tests on the start cart for validation purpose.
4.1.1 Simulation results
Figure 4.1 shows an engine start at ambient temperature (20°C). The torque
provided as input was in the form of a step, and the values were chosen so that the engine
revs up to idle speed (assumed equal to 800 rpm) in 0.4 seconds and then stays at that
speed. The oscillations due to the compression pulses can be clearly seen, overlapped
with smaller and higher frequency fluctuations due to belt elasticity.
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Figure 4.1 - Engine motored start at 20°C. Idle speed is 800 rpm.

Figure 4.2 illustrates how different engine temperatures affect the start. The
selected engine temperatures were -40, 20 and 100°C, and the torque was kept the same
for the three simulations. Its value was chosen so that during cold start (-40°C) the engine
spins up to 800 rpm in 0.4 seconds. It can be noticed that temperature, which affects
engine friction, has a major impact on the cranking time. At 20°C it takes 0.21 seconds
for the engine to reach idle speed, while at 100°C only 0.15 seconds. It must be however
mentioned that in these simulations other effects such as belt slip (which may occur at
high acceleration rates) were not considered. Moreover, a very quick cranking usually
produce more vibrations than a slower one, so a tradeoff must be found to obtain a rapid
but also smooth start.

Figure 4.2 - Engine motored start at different temperatures.
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In Figure 4.3 the belt slip phenomenon was investigated. The belt static friction
capacity of the belt was lowered (to simulate low grip conditions, such as when the belt is
wet) and a torque profile equal to that reported in Figure 4.1 was provided to the electric
machine. Figure 4.3 shows the speed profiles of engine and motor; the latter was scaled
up to overlap with the profile of the engine, in order to observe how much the speeds
diverge during slip. In this simulation, slip occurs three times: at very low speed, the
motor starts to spin faster than the engine, due to its lower inertia and belt elasticity, until
the friction torque at the belt-pulley interface

saturates and belt starts to slip; at

intermediate speeds it occurs two other times, when the engine generates a higher
resistant torque due to air compression in the cylinders (as can be seen by the dips in
engine speed), inducing

to saturate again.

Figure 4.3 - Engine motored start with slip occurrence.

4.1.2 Model validation
Finally, the Simulink model was validated against experimental data from the start
cart. The motor torque of the experimental test was imported in the model and used as
input. Engine speed profiles from simulation and test were then compared. The results are
shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 - Validation of the model.

Unfortunately, it can be noticed that the matching of the data is very poor. The
experimental speed has a longer delay before it starts to increase, and the acceleration
rate is lower than for the simulation profile; therefore, simulated speed reaches a much
higher peak speed (1450 rpm vs. 900 rpm). Another major difference is that while
experimental speed keeps constant at idle once motor torque is reduced, simulated speed
instead decreases, indicating that the experimental motor torque during idle is not
sufficient to balance the resistant torques in the model. The discrepancy in the speed
profiles can be related to a combination of the following factors:
assumptions in constructing the model: the model was built with some
simplifications; for example, the tensioners were not considered, and this may
have induced a different behavior of the system at very low speed, where the
displacement of the tensioners is not negligible; moreover, the higher acceleration
obtained in the simulation may be related to the fact that the inertia torque of the
reciprocating masses was neglected, leading to an underestimation of the overall
engine inertia;
engine data: some of the data related to the engine used in the model were
obtained with test setups different from the start cart, which produced the
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experimental data for the validation; as a consequence, data such as engine inertia,
friction torque and compression pulses may be incorrect;
input resolution: as it can be noticed in Figure 4.4, electric motor resolution is
quite low, which may have caused the loss of some high frequency components;
in this case, such aspect would be reflected in the simulated speed profile with a
loss in accuracy.
In conclusion, the mismatch of the data can be reduced if the factors just described
are tackled and solved. Some of them may have a greater impact than others on the
simulation results. For instance, it's very likely that a remarkable improvement would be
attained if a new experimental test is run using the start cart setup and the collected data
are used to calibrate the engine model in Simulink. Once the model is capable to correctly
simulate engine start condition, it can also be extended to simulate complete engine stopstart events. If the speed oscillations are accurately predicted, a control strategy for the
electric motor can be developed, capable of starting and stopping the engine rapidly with
no or little unwanted vibrations.
4.2 Fuel consumption analysis: results and discussion
This section presents the main results of the fuel consumption simulations and the
tests which were described in Chapter 3. For all the considered cases, and for all the types
of approaches (analytical, simulations and tests) the obtained fuel consumption values
will be provided and compared. For the cases in which the purpose was to assess the
improvements in fuel consumption due to stop-start, electric assist and regenerative
braking, it will be interesting to observe the different contributions and compare absolute
and relative values.
The fuel consumption results will be presented in the same order the three
approaches were described: firstly, the outcomes of the analytical approach will be
shown, followed by the simulation results, both for the first and second set; then, the
results obtained in the tests will be introduced. All of them will be discussed and
compared, and the test results will be used to validate the models used for the
simulations.
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The proof-of-concept test car was actually a full HEV which was modified to run as
if it was equipped with a BSG only. To show the potential of the vehicle when run as a
full hybrid, the fuel consumption results in this configuration (i.e., taking advantage of
the whole capability of the two electric motors and of a specific control strategy) will be
reported as well.
4.2.1 Analytical approach results
This approach was developed to analytically predict the fuel consumption
improvements related to the BSG and its features. The study cases introduced the BSG
features one at a time: knowing the fuel consumption of the conventional vehicle to be
used as reference (Case 0), the fuel economy related to stop-start only was estimated first
(Case 1), then electric assist was added in order to observe the improvements related to
the load shifts (Case 2), and finally regenerative braking was included (Case 3). Table 4.1
reports the study cases in a schematic form.
Table 4.1 - Fuel consumption study cases

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Engine stop-start

Electric assist

Regenerative braking

In the following, the main parameter variations that were operated to switch from
one case to another are recalled:
Weight: the BSG contribution in Case 1, 2 and 3 was assumed to come with a
weight increase due to the heavier components that make up this system (battery,
motor-generator, water cooled power electronics). The weight increase was
assumed to be of 70 kg.
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Idle engine power: moving from Case 0 to the following cases, the vehicle turned
the engine off during idle, so idle engine power and the related fuel consumption
were set to 0.
Engine efficiency: the engine efficiency was assumed to vary from case to case,
according to Table 3.10. The values were obtained from tests on a vehicle running
with a V6 3.6 liter engine, taking into account the differences in calibrations
occurring among the four study cases.
Maximum regenerative braking power: when regenerative braking has been
introduced in Case 3, a limit on the regenerative power at the wheels must be set,
taking into account battery and motor-generator capabilities. At first sight, the
bottleneck was represented by the maximum charging power of the battery,
assumed equal to 15 kW. Actually, this power could not be reached, because
during decelerations the engine speed is usually kept low (for comfort issues), so
the motor-generator, mechanically linked to the crankshaft, runs in low speed
regions as well, where the maximum achievable power is lower than in the
constant power region. The bottleneck was then represented by the motorgenerator. Moreover, regenerative braking is usually disabled at very low vehicle
speeds (lower than 5 km/h) because of difficulties in the control of the motorgenerator. These and other factors constrain the maximum available regenerative
power, which also could be time dependent (because of thermal protection issues
of motor and battery). For these reasons, such parameter is very hard to predict.
Anyways, in the effort of taking into account all the constraints, the maximum
regenerative braking power was set to be constant and equal 10 kW at the wheels.
Tables 4.2 to 4.5 show the fuel consumption values for each vehicle, study case and
drive cycle, along with the absolute variation of each case from the previous one and the
corresponding percentage variation relative to Case 0, defined as:
(4.1)
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Table 4.2 - Fuel consumption results obtained with analytical approach - D-segment 1.

D-segment 1

NEDC

HWFET

UDDS

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1
Case 2
(Case 0 + stop-start) (Case 1 + e-assist)

Case 3
(Case 2 + regen)

8.49

7.54

6.78

6.00

Abs. variation →

- 0.85

- 0.76

- 0.78

% variation →

- 10.14 %

- 9.05 %

- 9.27 %

5.24

5.26

4.89

4.82

Abs. variation →

+ 0.04

- 0.47

- 0.07

% variation →

+ 0.49 %

- 7.12 %

- 1.42 %

7.94

6.85

6.49

5.76

Abs. variation →

- 1.08

- 0.46

- 0.64

% variation →

- 14.67 %

- 5.84 %

- 8.00 %

Table 4.3 - Fuel consumption results obtained with analytical approach - D-segment 2.

D-segment 2

NEDC

HWFET

UDDS

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1
Case 2
(Case 0 + stop-start) (Case 1 + e-assist)

Case 3
(Case 2 + regen)

8.91

8.05

7.24

6.51

Abs. variation →

- 0.85

- 0.81

- 0.74

% variation →

- 9.58 %

- 9.11 %

- 8.24 %

5.65

5.68

5.28

5.22

Abs. variation →

+ 0.04

- 0.40

- 0.06

% variation →

+ 0.45%

- 7.11 %

- 0.99 %

8.47

7.48

6.88

6.26

Abs. variation →

- 1.09

- 0.50

- 0.62

% variation →

- 12.82 %

- 5.88 %

- 7.42 %
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Table 4.4 - Fuel consumption results obtained with analytical approach - E-segment.

E-segment

NEDC

HWFET

UDDS

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1
Case 2
(Case 0 + stop-start) (Case 1 + e-assist)

Case 3
(Case 2 + regen)

9.25

8.40

7.55

6.80

Abs. variation →

- 0.85

- 0.85

- 0.76

% variation →

- 9.21 %

- 9.15 %

- 8.20 %

5.78

5.81

5.49

5.44

Abs. variation →

+ 0.04

- 0.41

- 0.07

% variation →

+ 0.44 %

- 7.12 %

- 1.14 %

8.72

7.64

7.12

6.46

Abs. variation →

- 1.08

- 0.52

- 0.65

% variation →

- 12.44 %

- 5.91 %

- 7.51 %

Table 4.5 - Fuel consumption results obtained with analytical approach - SUV.

SUV

NEDC

HWFET

UDDS

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1
Case 2
(Case 0 + stop-start) (Case 1 + e-assist)

Case 3
(Case 2 + regen)

12.20

11.44

10.20

9.56

Abs. variation →

- 0.85

- 1.14

- 0.64

% variation →

- 7.01 %

- 9.47 %

- 5.24 %

8.75

8.77

8.15

8.14

Abs. variation →

+ 0.02

- 0.62

- 0.01

% variation →

+ 0.28 %

- 7.12 %

- 0.14 %

11.78

10.69

9.97

9.41

Abs. variation →

- 1.09

- 0.72

- 0.66

% variation →

- 9.22 %

- 6.14 %

- 5.59 %
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For illustrative purposes, Figure 4.5 and 4.6 show how much each function of the
BSG (stop-start, electric assist and regenerative braking) contributes to the reduction of
fuel consumption, according to the results of the analytical approach. The illustrated case
refers to the E-segment car (which is the same used for the simulations and tests), and the
data are represented both as absolute and percentage values.

Figure 4.5 - Contribution of BSG functions on fuel savings - analytical approach, absolute values.

Figure 4.6 - Contribution of BSG functions on fuel savings - analytical approach, relative values.
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It can be noticed that in the HWFET cycle, Case 1 fuel consumption is higher than
Case 0 (the blue bar is not visible because covered by the green one). This happens
because the weight increase which was assumed for the BSG outbalanced the savings
related to stop-start (which however were quite small for this type of drive cycle). For
UDDS and NEDC, the fuel consumption reduction associated with stop-start is
proportional to the idle time of the cycles (UDDS has 244 second of idle against 257 of
NEDC).
The savings related to electric assist represent a large portion in the overall fuel
economy. They will be compared with those obtained with simulations and tests to check
if they were overestimated in the analytical approach. The fuel consumption reductions
associated with regenerative braking depends heavily on the assumed maximum
regenerative braking power, but when compared among each cycle they seem sensible,
because the red areas are proportional to the number of brakings of the respective cycles
(UDDS presents the most numerous and aggressive decelerations, followed by NEDC;
HWFET instead is characterized by very few decelerations, so the space for improvement
is quite limited).
Table 4.6 shows the overall absolute and percentage variations of the "full" BSG
version (Case 3) with respect to the conventional one (Case 0), for all the considered
vehicles and drive cycles. Figure 4.7 illustrates in the form of bar plots the fuel
consumption of each vehicle under investigation in the conventional and BSG versions
over the three cycles.
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Table 4.6 - Absolute and percentage fuel consumption variations between Case 0 and Case 3,
for the analytical approach.

NEDC

HWFET

UDDS

Variation Case 0 → Case 3
D-segment 1

D-segment 2

E-segment

SUV

-2.49

-2.40

-2.46

-2.64

-28.47%

-26.92%

-26.55%

-21.61%

-0.42

-0.44

-0.45

-0.60

-7.95%

-7.66%

-7.80%

-6.71%

-2.18

-2.20

-2.25

-2.47

-27.49%

-26.02%

-25.86%

-20.94%

Figure 4.7 - Bar plots showing the fuel consumption results of the analytical approach.

As it was expected from the road load resistance of each vehicle (Figure 3.20), it
can be noted that moving up of segment size, from the D-segment to the SUV, the fuel
consumption increases. Furthermore, the absolute value of the fuel savings from
conventional to BSG increases with the size of the car (it is maximum for the SUV), but
the percentage value reduces instead. From these results, it looks like the benefits
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introduced by BSG are more effective on smaller size vehicles, since the percentage
improvement is higher for them. Nevertheless, the use of BSG on bigger size vehicles
like SUVs, which usually have worse fuel consumption, could be a smart way to save on
fuel. In fact, they have a greater potential to better exploit regenerative braking due to
their heavy weight, so if the size of the components are intelligently studied and the limits
on regenerative braking power can be increased, fuel consumption will further benefit.
4.2.2 Simulation results
4.2.2.1 Set 1
This simulation set was focused on the sensitivity analysis of different vehicles and
powertrain components on fuel consumption. All the cases considered a vehicle equipped
with a Belt Starter Generator, so the components changed in this analysis were engine,
motor-generator and battery (see Table 3.16 for details about the study cases).
The first two study cases compared two different D-segment vehicles,
corresponding to the simulation study cases "Veh1" and "Veh2". The first vehicle (Dsegment 1) is characterized by a lower road load resistance at each speed, as it can be
noted in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 - Road load resistance curves of the vehicles analyzed with simulations - set 1.
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This aspect, with all the other components being equal, causes a lower fuel
consumption for vehicle D-segment 1 than for D-segment 2 (see Table 4.7 and Figure
4.9).
Table 4.7 - Fuel consumption results of the vehicle comparison obtained with simulations - set 1.

Vehicle comparison
Vehicle

D-segment 1

D-segment 2

Fuel consumption [l/100km]

6.67

7.48

Figure 4.9 - Bar plots showing the results of the vehicle comparison with simulations - set 1.

Next, five different engine types were simulated using an E-segment as vehicle
base (study cases from "Eng1" to "Eng5"). The engine characteristics have been shown in
Table 3.10. As it was expected, the fuel consumption increased with the engine
displacement. Obviously, the engine displacement has also a major impact on the vehicle
performance, so acceleration simulations were run as well. Table 4.8 and Figure 4.10
show the results of fuel consumption and 0-100 km/h time for each engine.
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Table 4.8 - Fuel consumption results of the engine comparison obtained with simulations - set 1.

Engine comparison
Engine displacement

1.8 L

2.4 L

2.4 L
turbo

3.6 L

5.7 L

Fuel consumption [l/100km]

6.17

6.22

6.28

6.81

8.12

0-100 km/h time [s]

14.40

9.95

6.75

7.05

5.65

Figure 4.10 - Bar plots showing the results of the engine comparison with simulations - set 1.

Normally, a smaller displacement entails a lower fuel consumption but a higher
acceleration time. In the simulations, the only exception is represented by the 2.4 liter
turbocharged engine, which thanks to its characteristics shows both lower fuel
consumption and lower acceleration time than the 3.6 liter aspirated engine.
The following study cases compared two different motor-generators (cases
"Mogen" and "Eng4"). The motor-generators were respectively an 11.9 kW with 107 Nm
of maximum torque and a 18 kW with 57 Nm maximum torque induction machines. In
Section 3.3.2.3.1 their torque-speed maps with operating points have already been
illustrated, showing a similar behavior (the clouds of the operating points were almost
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identical, except for the area characterized by low speed and very negative torque, which
only the 11.9 kW machine was capable to provide). As expected, the fuel consumption
values were very close. The small difference can be related to the fact that with the 11.9
kW motor it was possible to recover a little more energy with regenerative braking. Table
4.9 and Figure 4.11 report the results.
Table 4.9 - Fuel consumption results of the motor-generator comparison obtained with simulations - set 1.

Motor-generator comparison
Motor-generator power

11.9 kW

18 kW

Fuel consumption [l/100km]

6.85

6.81

Figure 4.11 - Bar plots showing the results of the motor-generator comparison with simulations - set 1.

Afterward, two different batteries were compared (study cases "Batt" and "Eng4").
The batteries present two specific voltage levels (115 V vs. 270 V), similar nominal
capacity but different maximum charging and discharging power ( 15 kW vs.

40 kW).

If it was possible to completely exploit the power limits, the second battery would have
provided a higher level of regenerative braking and electric assist. However, two other
circumstances shrank this limits to lower values: using an 18 kW motor-generator, the
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limits for the second battery were reduced to the machine power limits; then, since the
engine ran generally at low speed (no more than 1500 rpm), also the motor-generator ran
at low speed, mostly in the constant torque region, where power is proportional to speed
and lower than the maximum. Consequently, because of external operating conditions,
the two batteries worked almost in the same way, and the fuel consumption values for the
two cases were close. Table 4.10 and Figure 4.12 show these results. The difference can
be caused by the efficiencies of the batteries: for the same power, the second battery
current is lower than the first one, because of its higher voltage level. This means lower
losses and higher efficiency, and in turn lower fuel consumption.
Table 4.10 - Fuel consumption results of the battery comparison obtained with simulations - set 1.

Battery comparison
Battery power

115 V, 4.5 Ah

270 V, 4.4 Ah

Fuel consumption [l/100km]

7.05

6.81

Figure 4.12 - Bar plots showing the results of the battery comparison with simulations - set 1.

The last test cases compared the combined effect of motor-generator and battery
(cases "Veh1" and "MoGen&Batt"). The first one used the lower power motor-generator
and the lower voltage battery, while the second case simulated the higher power machine
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and the higher voltage battery. As in the previous comparisons, the powers in play were
limited by the fact that the engine ran at low speeds. The fuel consumption values were
again very close, with a slight difference due to motor-generator and battery efficiencies.
The results are illustrated in Table 4.11 and Figure 4.13.
Table 4.11 - Fuel consumption results of the mo-gen & battery comparison obtained with simulations-set 1.

Motor-generator & battery comparison
Motor-generator

11.9 kW

18 kW

Battery

115V 4.5Ah

270V 4.4Ah

Fuel consumption [l/100km]

6.67

6.54

Figure 4.13 - Bar plots showing the results of the mo-gen & battery comparison with simulations - set 1.

In conclusion, the two last comparisons didn’t provide a “better” motor-generator
or battery, because in none of the cases the potential of the components could be
completely exploited. Further simulations would be necessary, changing the operating
parameters and the power limits in play in order to make a fairer comparison.
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4.2.2.2 Set 2
The second set of simulations had the same purpose of the analytical approach, i.e.,
to investigate the fuel consumption benefits of the three features that the BSG introduces:
stop-start, electric assist and regenerative braking. The vehicle under study is the same Esegment that was analyzed with the analytical approach.
Table 4.12 shows the fuel consumption values for each study case and drive cycle,
along with the absolute variation of each case from the previous one and the
corresponding percentage variation relative to Case 0. Table 4.13 illustrates instead the
overall absolute and percentage variation of the "full" BSG version (Case 3) with respect
to the conventional vehicle (Case 0).
Table 4.12 - Fuel consumption results obtained with simulation set 2.

Simulations set 2

NEDC

HWFET

UDDS

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1
Case 2
(Case 0 + stop-start) (Case 1 + e-assist)

Case 3
(Case 2 + regen)

8.71

7.81

7.67

6.94

Abs. variation →

- 0.9

- 0.14

- 0.74

% variation →

- 10.44 %

- 1.61 %

- 8.50 %

5.97

5.74

5.71

5.58

Abs. variation →

- 0.24

- 0.02

- 0.14

% variation →

- 4.02 %

- 0.44 %

- 2.18 %

8.14

7.56

7.45

6.74

Abs. variation →

- 0.58

- 0.21

- 0.62

% variation →

- 7.12 %

- 2.58 %

- 7.62 %
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Table 4.13 - Absolute and percentage fuel consumption variations between Case 0 and Case 3,
simulation set 2.

Variation Case 0 → Case 3
Simulation set 2
- 1.78
UDDS
- 20.44 %
- 0.49
HWFET
- 6.54 %
- 1.41
NEDC
- 17.42 %

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show graphically the individual contribution of each BSG
function on the total fuel consumption reduction, in absolute and relative values, for the
considered cycles.

Figure 4.14 - Contribution of BSG functions on fuel savings - simulation set 2, absolute values.
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Figure 4.15 - Contribution of BSG functions on fuel savings - simulation set 2, relative values.

A large part of the fuel savings came from the stop-start strategy. While this is
reasonable for the UDDS and the NEDC cycles, where the idle time on the whole cycle is
relevant, it is not for the HWFET cycle, which has a negligible amount of idle time.
Moreover, the fuel savings due to stop-start should be proportional to the idle time in the
cycle, so the larger blue portion for the UDDS than for the NEDC is in contrast with the
previsions.
Apparently, for this simulation set some other factors came into play, influencing
the results. Further investigations would be required to identify them and reduce their
effect. Probably for the same reasons, the fuel economy associated with electric assist
(green portion) is very small compared to the others (blue and red portions). The savings
brought by regenerative braking seem instead reasonable, since they appear proportional
to the number and aggressiveness of the braking phases of each cycle.
4.2.3 Experimental test results
The fuel consumption tests on the proof-of-concept hybrid vehicle had the purpose
of obtaining an experimental validation of the analytical approach and the simulations.
Nevertheless, it must be considered that running the vehicle as it was equipped with a
BSG only was not easy to obtain. The results may be offset of a certain amount due to
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higher losses occurring in the powertrain, related to the greater number of components,
and to the fact that it was not possible to completely disable electric assist and
regenerative braking for Case 1 and regenerative braking for Case 2. To reduce this error,
some more time should be spent tuning the calibrations, so that the car behaves more and
more as a normal vehicle with BSG.
Although the results may be not completely accurate, it is still interesting to look at
the differences in fuel consumption among the different cases. In this way, it is possible
to get rid of those errors which keep constant from one case to the other.
Unfortunately, it was not feasible to test the vehicle as a conventional type, because
the prototype was designed to work as a full hybrid vehicle, and it was impossible to
completely get rid of the effects of the clutch and the P2 motor. Therefore, the fuel
consumption for the conventional vehicle was analytically calculated starting from the
fuel consumption obtained in Case 1. Firstly, analyzing the engine power in Case 1 it was
possible to estimate the energy required to crank the engine on each drive cycle; then,
assuming an idle power of 4 kW, and knowing the total amount of time during which the
engine was off, the idle energy could be computed. Summing these two quantities with
the respective signs, the energy involved in the stop-start could be estimated.
Tables 4.14 and 4.15 show the fuel consumption results, with the same layout used
for the analytical approach and the second set of simulations.
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Table 4.14 - Fuel consumption results obtained with experimental tests.

Experimental tests

NEDC

HWFET

UDDS

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1
Case 2
(Case 0 + stop-start) (Case 1 + e-assist)

Case 3
(Case 2 + regen)

10.82

9.87

9.44

8.64

Abs. variation →

- 0.95

- 0.44

- 0.8

% variation →

- 8.78 %

- 4.07 %

- 7.49 %

6.12

6.14

5.81

5.59

Abs. variation →

+ 0.01

- 0.42

- 0.22

% variation →

0.16 %

- 5.24 %

- 4.59 %

10.48

9.17

8.90

8.26

Abs. variation →

- 1.21

- 0.27

- 0.64

% variation →

- 11.66 %

- 2.60 %

- 6.16 %

Table 4.15 - Absolute and percentage fuel consumption variations between Case 0 and Case 3,
experimental tests.

Variation Case 0 → Case 3
Experimental
tests
- 2.19
UDDS
- 20.24 %
- 0.54
HWFET
- 8.66 %
- 2.12
NEDC
- 20.42 %
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Figures 4.16 and 4.17 present the results in a graphical way. Both absolute and
relative values are reported.

Figure 4.16 - Contribution of BSG functions on fuel savings - experimental tests, absolute values.

Figure 4.17 - Contribution of BSG functions on fuel savings - experimental tests, relative values.
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The analytical calculations of the conventional fuel consumption bring reasonable
results on the fuel savings related to stop-start. The savings in the NEDC are greater than
in the UDDS, and in the HWFET the energy required to crank the engine is even higher
than the energy saved during idle, so the fuel consumption slightly increases instead of
decreasing. Fuel economy associated with electric assist is greater in the UDDS if the
absolute value is considered, and in the HWFET if percentages are taken into account.
The savings due to regenerative braking seem proportional to the number and
aggressiveness of the braking phases of each cycle.
4.2.4 Comparison of the results obtained with the different approaches
In this section, the results which have been previously shown will be compared and
analyzed. Analytical approach, simulation and test results will be put side by side for
each drive cycle in order to observe differences and similarities. The study cases which
are compared consist in the E-segment vehicle with and without the BSG.
Figure 4.18 shows the fuel consumption results obtained with each approach and
drive cycle.

Figure 4.18 - Comparison of the fuel consumption results obtained with each approach.

It can be seen that the tests generated the highest fuel consumption values
(especially for the UDDS and the NEDC, while for the HWFET they are closer to the
other approaches). This is likely to be related to the fact that the test proof-of-concept
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vehicle was not just a car equipped with BSG, but also included a series of other
components that consumed energy, increasing fuel consumption. Moreover, the
calibrations played an important role in the determination of the consumption: since the
vehicle was not designed to run as it was forced to do in the test, the controls and the
calibrations most probably were not optimal. Spending more time tuning the calibrations
or developing an ad hoc control strategy would surely bring a better fuel consumption.
Looking at analytical approach and simulation results only for the UDDS and the
NEDC cycles, they are different in the conventional version (higher for the analytical
approach than the simulations) but very close in the BSG version. In the HWFET instead,
the values remain different, and the trend is reversed (lower for analytical approach than
simulations).
In order to better evaluate the effect of the introduction of the BSG, the contribution
of each function (stop-start, electric assist and regenerative braking) will be compared for
the different approaches considering a drive cycle at a time.
Figure 4.19 and 4.20 illustrate the difference in fuel consumption introduced by
each function with the three approaches on the UDDS cycle. The data are presented both
as absolute and percentage values.
Observing the absolute values, it can be noted that the benefits associated with
stop-start and regenerative braking are very similar for the three approaches. A big
difference is instead reported for the electric assist contribution. The green portion in the
simulation bar seems excessively small, probably because of other factors that came into
play and influenced the results. At the same time, the e-assist benefit in the analytical
approach is almost the double than in the test. For the analytical approach, it is probable
that the losses related to this function have been underestimated, while for the test surely
the additional components introduced more losses, so very likely the correct value lays in
between these two.
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Figure 4.19 - Comparison of effect of BSG functions on fuel savings for the three approaches,
on UDDS cycle, absolute values.

Figure 4.20 - Comparison of effect of BSG functions on fuel savings for the three approaches,
on UDDS cycle, relative values.

The percentage values are instead influenced by the fuel consumptions of the
conventional case, which were quite different for the three approaches, as shown in
Figure 4.18. Therefore, for this drive cycle, they are not much representative of the real
situation.
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Figure 4.21 and 4.22 illustrate the same results for the HWFET cycle.

Figure 4.21 - Comparison of effect of BSG functions on fuel savings for the three approaches,
on HWFET cycle, absolute values.

Figure 4.22 - Comparison of effect of BSG functions on fuel savings for the three approaches,
on HWFET cycle, relative values.
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In this comparison, while the total reduction in fuel consumption for the three
approaches is closer for the UDDS comparison, the individual contributions are instead
much more distant. For both the analytical approach and the test, the stop-start function
reasonably increases the fuel consumption, because of the idle characteristics of this drive
cycle. For the simulation instead the reduction in fuel consumption related to stop-start
appears too high. In the same way, the contribution of electric assist in analytical
approach and test are close, while in the simulation it appears out of range. Lastly, the
fuel economy brought by regenerative braking, highly dependent on the limits and the
calibrations imposed, looks dissimilar for the three approaches, increasing from the
analytical to the test.
Finally, Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the fuel consumption contributions on the
NEDC cycle. Looking at the absolute values, the fuel economy associated with stop-start
is very close for analytical approach and test, while for simulation it is the half of the
others. In addition, the latter is lower than the corresponding value on the UDDS,
indicating that something was wrong in the simulations since the NEDC has more
seconds of idle time with respect to the UDDS. The contribution of regenerative braking
appears instead to be homogeneous for the three approaches, as it was for the UDDS
cycle. The aid provided by electric assist varies again from one approach to the other,
even if in this case simulation and test results change only slightly.
The percentage values are once again distorted by the fuel consumption of the
conventional case. The only point of interest is that this time the electric assist
contribution for simulation and test are nearly identical.
In conclusion, it can be said that analytical approach and tests produced the closest
results on the individual contributions of the BSG functions, even if the total fuel
consumption values were rather different. Simulations seemed to be more inaccurate,
with the results sometimes quite far from what expected. The way the fuel savings
brought by stop-start are calculated in the simulations should be revised. Lastly, fuel
economy due to electric assist appeared to be the most inconstant variable; more study on
its modeling and simulation would be required to explain the great differences of its
contribution among the different approaches.
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Figure 4.23 - Comparison of effect of BSG functions on fuel savings for the three approaches,
on NEDC cycle, absolute values.

Figure 4.24 - Comparison of effect of BSG functions on fuel savings for the three approaches,
on NEDC cycle, relative values.
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4.2.5 Summary of the fuel consumption results
The research showed that a vehicle equipped with the BSG produces a remarkable
reduction in fuel consumption with respect to a conventional vehicle. An analytical
approach, simulations and experimental tests demonstrated that the main BSG features
introduce fuel savings in the order of 1.5-2.2 l/100km (20-25%) on city cycle and 0.4-0.6
l/100km (8-9%) on highway cycle.
On the UDDS, most of these savings are related to the cut of fuel during idle with
stop-start (about 0.9 l/100km or 10%) and to the regenerative braking (about about 0.7
l/100km or 8%). Electric assist provides indirectly some benefits on fuel consumption but
lower with respect to the other two functions, since its main purpose is to improve
drivability and not reduce fuel consumption. On HWFET, the overall improvements are
more limited, because the characteristics of the cycle are not suitable for an efficient use
of the BSG. In this case, no savings are obtained from the stop-start, while electric assist
contributes for about 0.4-0.4 l/100km (5-6%) and regenerative braking for 0.1-0.2
l/100km (2-4%). NEDC shows results in between the other two cycles, since it has
intermediate characteristics.
However it must be remembered that the improvements in fuel consumption are
strictly dependent on system components and controls. The power capabilities of motorgenerator and battery determine the amount of regenerative braking that can be obtained,
which is directly linked to the fuel savings. Calibrations also play an important effect on
the results: while much work is necessary to find the best controls for fuel economy,
some of them cannot be implemented in a real car because of drivability issues.
4.2.6 Hints about the full hybrid vehicle
This last section provides some information about the proof-of-concept full HEV
which was used for the tests. It was designed to work as a full hybrid, with a particular
control strategy and the capability of running in pure electric mode, so it has a high
potential in performance enhancement and fuel economy reduction, with the drawback of
increased cost and complexity.
In general, parallel full hybrid vehicles are calibrated so that they run in electric
mode until a threshold in terms of torque, speed or power at the wheels is exceeded.
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These limits are chosen on the basis of the size of powertrain components and the
performance the vehicle must achieve. Figure 4.25 illustrates what has just been
explained: the area beneath the blue line includes the combinations of torque and speed at
the wheels which enable the pure electric mode. This area is delimited by a maximum
torque (

), a maximum speed (

) and a maximum power (

).

Torque at the
wheels [Nm]

200

Pure electric mode limits
Motor capability

0

Speed at the

EV
mode

wheels [km/h]

Figure 4.25 - Full HEV electric mode limits, compared to electric motor capability.

It can be noticed that even if the motor capability is higher, the limits are lower than
the maximum. This happens because when a certain value of output power is exceeded,
usually included between 6 and 12 kW, depending on the motor size, drive cycle and
other factors, it becomes more efficient to use the engine instead of the motor. Figure
4.26 shows the fuel consumption trends when either engine or electric motor are used to
propel the car (for the electric motor an "equivalent" fuel consumption is represented,
calculated considering the amount of fuel required to generate the electricity to run the
vehicle in electric mode). The line of the electric mode has usually a greater slope than
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the engine line, at least at low output power requests, because of the electric losses
occurring during motoring and generating, i.e., when fuel is used to generate the
electricity for the e-drive. At the same time, the intercept with the fuel consumption axis,
which corresponds to the consumption during idle, is much lower for the electric motor
line than for the engine line, because lower energy losses occur in electric mode during
this condition (near zero motor speed and torque).
Fuel consumption [g/s]

400

Engine
Electric motor

Output power
request [kW]

0
0

400

PEV
EV mode

Engine mode

Engine + motor
for high demands

Figure 4.26 - Full HEV electric mode limits, compared to electric motor capability.

The two lines intersect at

. After this threshold, it is more convenient to switch

from electric mode to engine mode. Therefore, for low output power requests, the vehicle
is run in e-mode, while for higher requests it runs as a conventional. Finally, when the
power request exceeds the capability of the engine, the electric motor can be used to
support the engine and improve the performance of the vehicle.
As previously mentioned, besides the threshold on the output power

, other

limits on output torque and speed are usually introduced. The limit on the torque is
intended to leave a torque reserve to start the engine using the P2 motor in case P1f
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torque is not sufficient, while the limit on the speed is necessary because at higher speeds
the available torque would be too low, preventing good drivability.
For the considered proof-of-concept hybrid vehicle, the thresholds for electric mode
are listed in Table 4.16:
Table 4.16 - Electric mode threshold for the proof-of-concept full HEV used for the tests.

EV-mode thresholds
Power

10 kW

Speed

100 km/h

P2 torque

160 Nm

During electric drive, the engine is disengaged from the transmission by the
disconnect clutch and it is off. When one of the limits is overcome, firstly the engine is
started using P1f motor, then its speed is increased so that the following clutch
engagement is synchronous.
Anyways, in order to have a pure electric drive, other conditions besides those just
presented are checked by the hybrid controller. The most obvious is represented by the
SOC: if its value is too low because of previous discharge phases, the electric mode is
disabled and the engine is kept on both to propel the vehicle and to charge the battery.
The SOC level should never go below 40-45% for this vehicle, in order to maximize
battery life. Another condition is represented by air temperature: if it is too low, the
engine is prevented to switch off in order to avoid cold restarts and to heat up the
catalytic converter, in the effort of reducing pollutant emissions.
To improve the drivability, delays and hysteresis on thresholds and limits are
introduced, so that too frequent switches between modes are not allowed. Moreover, the
electric motor torque can be added to the engine torque when the driver suddenly requires
higher power: in this way downshifts can be delayed or avoided, if the power request is
limited to few seconds, further increasing drivability.
Table 4.17 shows the fuel consumption values of the vehicle tested as conventional
(Case 0, analytically calculated), BSG (Case 3) and full hybrid, for UDDS and HWFET
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cycles. Running the vehicle as a full hybrid brings a remarkable improvement with
respect to the BSG version, especially in the UDDS cycle. Figure 4.27 presents
graphically the results.
Table 4.17 - Comparison of the fuel consumption of conventional, BSG and full hybrid vehicles.

Experimental tests

HWFET

UDDS

Case 0
(conventional)

Case 1
Case 2
(Case 0 + stop-start) (Case 1 + e-assist)

10.82

8.64

7.20

Abs. variation →

-2.19

-1.44

% variation →

-20.24%

-14.22%

6.12

5.59

5.44

Abs. variation →

-0.54

-0.25

% variation →

-8.66%

-4.08%

Figure 4.27 - Bar plots comparing of the fuel consumption of conventional, BSG and full hybrid vehicles.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Vehicle electrification is a growing trend that will revolutionize the current
transportation system during the next decades. Among all the possible architectures and
configurations, the Belt Starter Generator (BSG) represents one of the most cost-effective
solutions in the vehicle hybridization process, for its characteristics of low cost and
weight, easiness of implementation and reduction of fuel consumption and CO2
emissions.
This thesis investigated in detail the BSG system. Firstly, it provided a thorough
description of its features and operating principles: architectures, powertrain
modifications, components and functions were illustrated, defining the main sizing
criteria and the advantages and disadvantages of each configuration.
Afterwards, the dynamics of the system was modeled in Simulink to predict the
performance during an engine start-up event. Models of the electric machine, belt and
engine were developed and simulations were run to observe the system behavior,
considering different operating conditions.
Finally, the fuel savings enabled by the BSG were quantified, adopting three
separate approaches. The first one consisted in an analytical model which used energy
calculations to estimate fuel consumption, needing only some general vehicle data and
the drive cycle profile. Then, a more detailed model was utilized, capable of simulating
the dynamics of all powertrain components; simulations were performed both to assess
the effect of different vehicles and powertrains on fuel consumption and to estimate fuel
savings related to each BSG functions. The last approach consisted in fuel consumption
tests on a proof-of-concept full hybrid vehicle; calibration setups were developed to run
the car as if it was equipped with a BSG only, and three tests were performed,
corresponding to the study cases used for the previous simulations. All the obtained
results were compared among each other, with the aim of validating the models, and with
the fuel consumption of a conventional vehicle, in order to highlight the advantages of
the system analyzed.
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The main outcomes of the research are summarized in the following, and some
recommendations are provided for future works starting from the results of this research.
5.1 Conclusions
Regarding the stop-start performance evaluation and modeling of the BSG, the
main outcomes are reported below.
A model for stop-start simulation was realized. It can be used to predict the
performance of the system during motoring conditions: providing as input the
electric machine torque, the model evaluates the speed profile of the engine. Since
the logic is based on the physics of the problem, the model can simulate
components different from those considered, provided that data are available.
The effect of different engine temperatures on startup performance was
investigated. Cold, ambient and warm temperature were selected and rise time to
idle speed for a constant motor torque was estimated. During cold start more time
is required to spin the engine up. In order to preserve drivability in such
conditions, the power capabilities of the system have to be carefully selected, and
a suitable control strategy has to be implemented.
The model is able to simulate slip. A set of dynamics equations and a logic block
to verify the conditions for slip occurrence were developed and implemented in
Simulink.
The information about the start-up performance allows to see the effect of electric
motor torque on engine speed fluctuations. Since they are directly related to
vibrations, this aspect is important for the NVH performance evaluation of the
engine start-up.
Concerning the fuel consumption analysis, the main results are listed in the
following.
The research showed that a vehicle equipped with the BSG produces a remarkable
reduction in fuel consumption with respect to a conventional vehicle. Analytical
approach, simulations and experimental tests demonstrated that the main BSG
features introduce fuel savings in the order of 1.5-2.2 l/100km (20-25%) on city
cycle (UDDS) and 0.4-0.6 l/100km (8-9%) on highway cycle (HWFET). NEDC
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showed results in between the other two cycles, since it has intermediate
characteristics.
BSG is more suitable for city driving, since the fuel saving comes mostly from
stop-start and regenerative braking functionalities. City driving is in fact
characterized by repeated stops and braking opportunities. On the contrary,
highway driving have long periods of high speed with no stops and a small
number of low-power brakings.
Electric assist provides indirectly some benefits on fuel consumption, but lower
with respect to the other two functions (stop-start and regenerative braking), since
its main purpose is to improve drivability and not reduce fuel consumption.
The analytical approach model proved to be a simple and powerful method for
fuel consumption prediction. Being based on energy considerations, it doesn't
need to evaluate the dynamics of the components, but it uses only few data and
efficiency assumptions to provide information about powers and energies in play
and to calculate consumption.
5.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations provide suggestions for further investigations and
improvements. Regarding the modeling development, the recommendations are reported
below.
The existing model can be further improved. On the engine side, fuel introduction
and firing can be implemented using the equations which were presented, or
adopting different approaches; in this way a complete engine cranking can be
simulated. The inertia torque of the reciprocating masses should be added as well,
to correctly account for the overall inertia of the engine. The slip feature can also
be improved by including equations for the determination of the belt friction
capacity, on the basis of the geometry of the system and belt friction
characteristics.
New elements can be introduced to make the model more accurate. The priority
would be on the tensioning system, which has a major influence on the results at
very low engine speeds.
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To validate the model, tests on the start cart should be performed to obtain the
engine data necessary for a correct model calibration.
A challenging development would be the design of a control system for the motor
torque, capable of driving the engine along the required speed profile and
suppressing the speed oscillation. Both a closed- and open-loop controller would
be required to perform these tasks.
The fuel consumption analysis can be improved in the following ways.
The analytical approach model can be modified to obtain more accurate results:
drivability constraints could be introduced to make stop-start, electric assist and
regenerative braking more realistic.
The results of the simulations should be analyzed to understand why some of
them diverge so much from analytical approach and test results. Probably the
simulations need to be run again reviewing the assumptions made and the data in
the model.
New calibration setups for the proof-of-concept HEV can be developed to
improve its performance and fuel consumption when tested as a BSG vehicle.
This may also require some hardware modifications.
A low voltage system (< 60-65 VDC) can be investigated through simulations and
tests to quantify differences in terms of fuel consumption and performance with
respect to the high voltage system.
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